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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to formulate and study natural generalizations of the well-known
classical classification problems of linear algebra. We first consider the problem about one
linear operator which acts on a finite-dimensional vector space graded by a partially ordered
set with involution S = (A, ∗). For a fixed S and a fixed polynomial f (t), we study the prob-
lem of classifying (up to S-similarity, which is defined in a natural way) the operators ϕ
satisfying f (ϕ) = 0; in particular, a complete description of tame and wild cases is obtained.
Furthermore, we prove that there are no new tame cases in the “most” general situation when
objects of a Krull–Schmidt subcategory of mod k are considered instead of graded spaces. We
consider also a “most” general natural extension of the problem on the reduction of the matrix
of a linear map by means of elementary row and column transformations. Finally, we introduce
the notion of “dispersing representation of a quiver”; in terms of these representations one
can formulate many classification problems and, in particular, all the known and new ones
encountered in this paper.
© 2003 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The classical classification problems of linear algebra—the reduction of the ma-
trix of a linear map (by means of elementary row and column transformations) and
the matrix of a linear operator (by means of similarity transformations) to canonical
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forms—can be generalized (inside linear algebra) in the following two ways: by
considering a greater number of maps or giving a more complicated structure of
vector spaces. The first way led finally to the notion of “representation of a quiver”
(P. Gabriel). This paper is devoted to the study of generalizations of the second type.
In the process of solving the problems on classifying the modular representa-
tions of dihedral and quasidihedral groups (see respectively [1, Section 1] and [2,
Section 2]), there arise matrix problems (with relations) which are in fact special
cases of one general problem that can be naturally formulated in terms of graded
vector spaces and linear maps. Namely, it is the problem about one linear operator
which acts on a finite-dimensional vector space graded by a partially ordered set with
involution S = (A, ∗); such operators are considered up to S-similarity (defined in
a natural way). Our problem is also connected with a number of other well-known
classification problems (see Section 2.4).
Sections 2–8 of this paper are devoted to a detail discussion of the situation. In
particular, we give a complete description of tame and wild cases for a fixed partially
ordered set with involution S and a fixed minimal polynomial f (t) of our operators.
In fact, we consider the operators satisfying the equality f (t) = 0 for any fixed poly-
nomial, not necessarily minimal; this fact is unessential: In a representation theory,
it is natural to consider both faithful and unfaithful representations. In contrast to the
classical case (the case |S| = 1 in our terms), in which the answer does not depend
essentially on a polynomial, our problem for any fixed S, |S| > 1, can be both tame
and wild depending on f (t).
We also consider the “most” general case when objects of a Krull–Schmidt sub-
category of mod k are considered instead of graded k-vector spaces. In Section 9 we
prove that there are no new tame cases in this situation. The corresponding theorem
is formulated as all other main results in Section 3.
In solving the problems listed above we essentially use representations of bun-
dles of semichains [3,4]. These representations play a basic role in solving many
classification problems, not only of representation theory but also of topology and
algebraic geometry (see Section 4.1). The main reason of this phenomenon is that,
for many classes of classification problems, “most” of tame cases, especially of non-
polynomial growth, reduce to such representations; a reduction to representations of
bundles of semichains is at present the only method of solving a great many classi-
fication problems of non-polynomial growth (as for representations of quasidihedral
groups [2] or partially ordered sets [5]). In more detail these problems are discussed
in Sections 4 and 5. As an example, we consider here the extension of the classical
problem on a linear map between arbitrary k-vector spaces, taking objects of two
fixed Krull–Schmidt subcategories of mod k as the spaces. We prove that all tame
cases of this problem become exhausted by representations of separated bundles of
two semichains, except for certain ones reducing in a trivial way to linear (subspace
or factorspace) problems.
Note that for the main problem of this paper all tame cases (of infinite type) also
reduce, as we will see in Sections 6–8, to representations of bundles of semichains.
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We end this introduction by turning to its beginning. Clearly one can consider var-
ious generalizations combining two indicated ways (defining “generalized” represen-
tations of various objects). In the last section we give one of such definitions. Namely,
we introduce the notion of “dispersing representation of a quiver (with relations)”
which extends the one of the usual representation. In terms of these representations
one can formulate many classification problems and, in particular, all the known and
new ones encountered in this paper.
2. Main notions and examples
Throughout the paper, all partially ordered sets are finite and all vector spaces
over a field k are finite-dimensional (except for some modules over algebras in the
definitions of tame, wild, etc., categories); the category of such spaces is denoted
as usual by mod k. Under consideration spaces, maps, morphisms, etc., we keep the
right-side notation. In particular, in writing the matrix of a linear map λ : U → V ,
the components of eiλ with respect to a basis of V (ei being a basis element of U )
are viewed as a row; similarly for a homomorphism between free modules.
For an arbitrary finite (not necessarily ordered) set A, we identify the elements of
the direct sum
⊕
a∈A Ua of vector spaces Ua with the “vectors” (ua), a ∈ A, which
differ from the usual ones only in that we can arrange its components in any way
and replace them together with the indices. If one orders the elements of A in some
way (for example, indexes them by natural numbers), then there occurs the usual
case. Because the distinction between these two situations is not conceptual, we will
ignore it. It is also related to A× B matrices for arbitrary sets A and B.
2.1. S-graded vector spaces over a field k
Let S = (A, ∗) be a partially ordered set (abbreviated: poset) A with involution
∗ and k a field. By an S-graded vector space over k we mean the direct sum U =⊕
a∈A Ua of k-vector spaces Ua such that Ua∗ = Ua for all a ∈ A. The map d : A→
Z that takes a ∈ A to the dimension of Ua will be called the dimension-function of
U . A linear map ϕ of an S-graded space U =⊕a∈A Ua into an S-graded space
U ′ =⊕a∈A U ′a will be called an S-map if ϕa∗a∗ = ϕaa for each a ∈ A and ϕbc = 0
for each b, c ∈ A not satisfying b  c, where ϕxy denotes the linear map of Ux into
U ′y induced by the map ϕ, i.e. ϕxy = ixϕπ ′y with the imbedding ix : Ux → U and
the projection π ′y : U ′ → U ′y . The set of S-maps of U into U ′ will be denoted by
HomS,k(U,U ′). We identify ϕ ∈ HomS,k(U,U ′) with the matrix (ϕxy), x, y ∈ A;
then the sum and the composition of S-maps are given by the matrix rules.
S-graded subspaces, the direct sum and indecomposability of S-graded spaces,
etc., are defined in a natural way. Obviously, an S-graded space U is indecomposable
if and only if, for some a ∈ A, d(a) = d(a∗) = 1 and d(x) = 0, otherwise. Note that,
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in a general case, it is not desirable to identify Ux with the subspace Ux = Uxix ,
because Ux = Ux∗ for each x but Ux /= Ux∗ if x /= x∗.
Because it is natural to identify a poset A with trivial involution ∗ (when a∗ = a
for any a ∈ A) with the poset itself, the above definitions involve the case of usual
posets.
The category of S-graded vector spaces over k (whose objects are the S-graded
spaces and whose morphisms are the S-maps) is denoted by modS k. This category is a
category over k (in short k-category), i.e. a category whose morphism sets are k-
vector spaces and composition of morphisms are k-bilinear. Moreover, modS k is a
Krull–Schmidt category; other words, it has finite direct sums and all idempotents
split (this fact follows, for example, from the main result of Section 4 [6], but can
be easily proved by direct verification). We have as a consequence that each object of
modS k decomposes into the direct sum of indecomposables with local endomorphism
algebras (unique up to isomorphism and permutation of direct summands).
In the sequel all categories (except for some categories in the definitions of tame-
ness, wildness, etc.) will be Krull–Schmidt categories over k, and all functors (be-
tween k-categories), k-linear functors.
2.2. S-similar operators on S-graded spaces; the categories operk(S, f )
Let U be an S-graded space over a field k. We say that linear operators ϕ,
ψ ∈ Endk U are S-similar if ψ = λ−1ϕλ for some invertible S-map λ : U → U
(it is easy to see that an S-map λ is invertible if and only if so is λaa for any a ∈
A). We call an operator ϕ ∈ Endk U S-decomposable if, for some S-similar oper-
ator ψ , the S-graded space U decomposes in the direct sum of proper S-subspaces
V and W such that Vψ ⊆ V and Wψ ⊆ W ; otherwise, ϕ is called S-indecompos-
able.
We are interested in the problem of classifying, up to S-similarity, the linear op-
erators on S-graded spaces. In terms of categories, it is the problem of classifying
(up to isomorphism) the objects of the category operk S which has as objects the
pairs (U, ϕ) with U ∈ modS k and ϕ ∈ Endk U , and as morphisms from (U, ϕ) to
(U ′, ϕ′) the S-maps δ ∈ HomS,k(U,U ′) such that ϕδ = δϕ′. As for S-maps, we iden-
tify ϕ ∈ Endk U with the matrix (ϕxy), x, y ∈ A; then the last equality can be viewed
as a matrix one.
It is easy to prove that operkS is a Krull–Schmidt category. Indeed, let δ : (U, ϕ)→
(U, ϕ) be an idempotent in operk S and i : U0 → U a kernel of δ ∈ modS k. From the
equality ϕδ = δϕ it follows that the category mod k has a morphism ϕ0 : U0 → U0
such that iϕ = ϕ0i. Then i as a morphism from (U0, ϕ0) to (U, ϕ) in operk S is a
kernel of δ.
We will consider the classification problem for a full subcategory of operk S con-
sisting of all pairs (U, ϕ) with ϕ satisfying f (ϕ) = 0 for a fixed polynomial f =
f (t) (of degree deg f > 0); this Krull–Schmidt category is denoted by operk(S, f ).
The fact that, in the definition of operk(S, f ), the polynomial f (t) is not necessarily
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minimal (in contrast to the classical case) is unessential: In a representation theory,
it is natural to consider both faithful and unfaithful representations.
2.3. Tame and wild categories operk(S, f ) (definitions)
We say that a category operk(S, f ) is tame or wild if the problem of classifying,
up to isomorphism, its objects is tame or wild, respectively. To give the precise defi-
nitions of tame and wild categories (in our case), we use the general definitions of
[7,8].
For a poset with involution S = (A, ∗) and a ring , one can define the category
modS  of (right) free S-graded -modules similar to the category modS k, consid-
ering finitely generated free-modules instead of finite-dimensional k-vector spaces
(such a module U is called free if so are all the modules Ua, a ∈ A). Let K1 = k[x]
and K2 = k〈x, y〉 be the free associative k-algebras generated by x and by x, y,
respectively. For K = K1,K2, by OK(S, f ) we denote the set of all pairs (U, ϕ)
formed by an object U ∈ modS K and an endomorphism ϕ of the K-module U .
The set OK(S, f ) for K = K1 and K = K2 is denoted by O1(S, f ) and O2(S, f ),
respectively. By L(K) we denote the category of left finite-dimensional (over k)
K-modules.
By the dimension-function (respectively, dimension) of an object from operk(S, f )
we mean the dimension-function (respectively, dimension) of the corresponding S-
graded space.
We say that an object N = (V ,ψ) of operk(S, f ) is generated by a pair M =
(U, ϕ) from O1(S, f ) if, for some X ∈L(K1), N ∼=M ⊗X = (U ⊗X, ϕ ⊗ 1X)
with (U ⊗X)a = Ua ⊗X for each a ∈ A (all tensor products are considered over
K1).
We assume first that k is a separably closed field.
A category operk(S, f ) is called tame if, for any fixed dimension-function d ,
there exist finitely many elements Mi of O1(S, f ) such that, up to isomorphism, each
indecomposable object of operk(S, f ) (of the dimension-function d) is generated by
Mi for some i.
Further, for a dimension-function d , denoted by µ(d) the least number of ele-
ments in O1(S, f ) generating (up to isomorphism) all but a finite number of objects
in operk(S, f ) of the dimension-function d . The category operk(S, f ) is called finite
growth if supd µ(d) <∞, and of infinite growth, otherwise.
Following the terminology of [9], we call a category operk(S, f ) domestic if
there exist finitely many elements of O1(S, f ) such that all but a finite number of
objects in operk(S, f ) of any fixed dimension-function d are generated (up to iso-
morphism) by these elements. If m denotes the least number of elements of
O1(S, f ) with the indicated property, the category operk(S, f ) is also called m-
parameter. Lastly a category with only finitely many isomorphism classes of in-
decomposables is called a category of finite type (otherwise, a category of infinite
type).
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When the field k is not separably closed, a category operk(S, f ) is called tame, of
finite growth, etc., if the category operk (S, f ), k being the separable closure of k, is
tame, of finite growth, etc. Note that in the case of an infinite field k one can take k
itself in place of k.
In the above definitions of tame and domestic categories operk(S, f ), one can ob-
viously replace a dimension-function d by the (scalar) dimension d0 =∑a∈A d(x).
But one cannot do this in the definition of a category of finite growth. Replacing d
by d0, we must take in this definition, instead of the inequality supd µ(d) <∞, the
inequality µ(d0)  dm0 for some integral number m  0 (µ(d0) is defined similar to
µ(d)). For this reason one can use (in our case) the term “category of polynomial
growth” parallel with the term “category of finite growth”, and the term “category of
non-polynomial growth” parallel with the term “category of infinite growth”.
Instead of the terms “tame category operk(S, f )”, “category operk(S, f )of polyno-
mial growth”, etc., we will as a rule use, respectively, the terms “tame pair (S, f ) over
k”, “pair (S, f ) of polynomial growth over k”, etc., or for short (when k is fixed) the
terms “tame pair (S, f )”, “pair (S, f ) of polynomial growth”, etc. (the last convention
is also justified by the fact that the field k is “given” by the polynomial f (t)).
Now we introduce the notion of “wild category operk(S, f )”.
A category operk(S, f ) is called wild if there exists an element M = (U, ϕ) of
O2(S, f ) such that the functor H(M) = M ⊗− :L(K2)→ operk(S, f ) preserves
indecomposability and isomorphism classes (M ⊗X = (U ⊗X, ϕ ⊗ 1X)with (U ⊗
X)a = Ua ⊗X for every a). Here all tensor products are considered over K2. An
element M ∈ O2(S, f ) with such properties will be called perfect. A wild category
operk(S, f ) is called strictly wild if the functor H(M) can be chosen to be full. In
this case the element M will be called ideal.
Note that the algebra K = K2 = k〈x, y〉 in the definition of a wild (strictly wild)
category can be replaced by an algebra K = Kab := k〈x, y, ax−1, by−1〉, where
a, b ∈ k (because, as is easily seen, the last algebra is strictly wild for any a and
b). We will do this in order to simplify the form of perfect and ideal objects; in each
concrete case, before we will define some perfect (ideal) object, we will indicate an
algebra K = Kab.
As in the case of the above definitions, instead of the term “(strictly) wild category
operk(S, f )” we will use the term “(strictly) wild pair (S, f ) over k”, or for short the
term “(strictly) wild pair (S, f )”.
By Drozd’s theorem [7] a pair (S, f ) cannot be both tame and wild, and below
we will (tacitly) use this. The fact that each pair (S, f ) is either tame or wild does
not follow from general statements (although the analogous one, for a wide class of
classification problems without relations and algebras, is well known [8]); this will
follow from the main results of the present paper.
In the process of proving statements we will use the definition of a wild category
operk(S, f ) in terms of matrices as follows.
For an element M = (U, ϕ) of O2(S, f ) with U = Km and Ua = Kma (a ∈ A),
one can identify the map ϕ with the block matrix (ϕab), a, b ∈ A, of order m×m
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with entries in K , ϕab being a ma ×mb matrix. Further, the categoryL(K) is iden-
tified with the category of representations (over k) of the quiverK0 with one point and
two arrows—x andy (to aK-moduleX, corresponds the representationX = (X, α, β),
where α and β are the operators on the k-vector space X corresponding, respectively,
to x and y). Then an objectM = (U, ϕ), after tensor multiplication on a representation
X = (X, α, β)ofK0, has the form (U0, ϕ0), whereU0 = Xm, (U0)a = Xma (Km ⊗X
is identified withXm) and ϕ0 as matrix (with entries in Endk X) is obtained from ϕ by
change x, y and a ∈ k on the operators α, β and a1X, respectively.
Let M = (U, ϕ) be an element of O2(S, f ) with U = Km, Ua = Kma (a ∈ A),
and X = (X, α, β), X′ = (X′, α′, β ′) be representations of K0. Put (V ,ψ) = M ⊗
X, (V ′, ψ ′) = M ⊗X′, and consider the matrix equality ψδ − δψ ′ = 0 in one un-
known δ ∈ HomS,k(V , V ′), where ψ = (ψab), ψ ′ = (ψ ′ab) and δ = (δab), a, b ∈ A,
with ψab, ψ ′ab and δab to be ma ×mb matrices with entries in Endk X, Endk X′
and Homk(X,X′), respectively: ψab = (ψabij ), ψ ′ab = (ψ ′abij ) and δab = (δabij ),
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ma}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , mb}. Thus our matrix equality, which define the
morphisms from (V ,ψ) to (V ′, ψ ′) in the category operk(S, f ), can be regarded as
the homogeneous system of linear equalities for δabij , where a and b run through the
set A, i runs from 1 to ma and j runs from 1 to mb.
In this way we can calculate the morphism set and find out whether the element
M = (U, ϕ) ∈ O2(S, f ) is perfect (ideal) or not. In particular, if the matrix δ (with
entries δabij ) is scalar, then the element M is ideal. If δ is a triangular matrix all
of whose diagonal entries are equal, then the functor H(M) preserves indecompos-
ability but not necessarily isomorphism classes; the last condition holds in this case
if the equations αδ0 = δ0α′ and βδ0 = δ0β ′, δ0 being the diagonal entry of δ, are
consequences of our linear system.
Remark 1. In the sequel we will say about (well-known and new) tame, wild, etc.,
categories which essentially differ from categories operk(S, f ) or generalize them.
The corresponding definitions can be given in the same way as above, and we will
not discuss this (but will give brief explanations in the most important cases).
Remark 2. In proofs of our statements we will construct functors which define
equivalences between various (Krull–Schmidt) categories. In a general case such
functors do not necessarily preserve tameness, wildness, etc. But our functors always
preserve these properties that can be proved in the standard way, by considering the
corresponding categories over algebras K1 and K2. In the sequel we will not turn our
attention to this fact.
2.4. Examples
2.4.1. Modular representations of dihedral groups
The problem of classifying the representations of the dihedral groupsDm = 〈x, y|
x2 = y2m = 1, yx = xy−1〉 (m  1) over a field of characteristic 2 is reduced to the
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problem of classifying, up to similarity, pairs matrices A,B for which A2 = B2 = 0.
The last problem is in turn reduced (for any characteristic) to a matrix problem which
(in our terms) can be formulated as the problem about one operator ϕ satisfying
ϕ2 = 0 and acting on a vector space graded by the linear ordered set with involu-
tion 1 < 2 < 3, where 1 is involutory to 3 and 2 is involutory to itself. The author
solved the more general problem when a vector space is graded by an arbitrary lin-
ear ordered set with an arbitrary involution. All these results are published in [1].
The problem on modular representations of dihedral 2-groups was also solved (by a
different method) in [10].
2.4.2. Modular representations of quasidihedral (semidihedral) groups
The problem of classifying the representations of the quasidihedral groups Qm =
〈x, y | x2 = y2m = 1, yx = xy2m−1−1〉(m  3) over a field of characteristic 2 is re-
duced to the analogous problem for the local algebras n = {a, b | a3 = 0, b2 = 0,
a2 = (ba)nb} with n = 2m−1 − 1. The last problem (for any characteristic and any
n  1) is in turn reduced to a matrix problem which can be formulated as the problem
about one operator ϕ satisfying ϕ2 = 0 and acting on a vector space graded by the
partially ordered set with involution S = (A, ∗), where A = {±0,±1, . . .±(n+ 1) |
−(n+ 1) < · · · < −2 < −1 < ±0 < 1 < 2 < · · · < n+ 1} (+0 and −0 are incom-
parable) and (±0)∗ = ±0, i∗ = −i for each i /= ±0 [2, Section 3]. In Section 2 of
[2] the more general problem was solved when A is a so-called ∗-semichain (see the
corresponding definition in Section 3).
2.4.3. “Internal” examples
Consider the problem of classifying, up to S-similarity, operators ϕ satisfying
ϕ2 = 0 and acting on a vector space graded by the partially ordered set with invo-
lution S = (A, ∗), where A = {a1, a2, a3, a4 | a1 < a2, a1 < a3, a2 < a4, a3 < a4}
and a∗1 = a4, a∗2 = a2, a∗3 = a3. The category operk S is tame (see the preceding
example), therefore so are its three full subcategories which are given, respectively,
by the following conditions:
(a) Ua2 = 0, Ua3 = 0, ϕa1a4 = 0, ϕa4a1 = 0;
(b) Ua2 = 0, Ua3 = 0, ϕa1a1 = 0, ϕa4a4 = 0;
(c) ϕaiaj = 0 for all i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 besides i = 1, j = 2, 3 and i = 2, 3, j = 4.
It is easy to see that the problem of classifying (up to isomorphism) the objects of
these categories is equivalent, respectively, to
(a) the problem of classifying, up to similarity, pairs of linear operators α, β (on
k-vector spaces) such that α2 = β2 = 0 (see the first example);
(b) the problem of classifying, up to similarity, pairs of mutually annihilating opera-
tors [11,12];
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(c) Gelfand’s problem [13] about classification of representations of the oriented
graph with the vertices 1−, 1+, 2, arrows (a, b): a −→ b, where a = 1±, b = 2
and a = 2, b = 1±, and the only relation (2, 1+) (1+, 2) = (2, 1−) (1−, 2) (see
[4,14]).
3. Main results
As before, S = (A, ∗) is a partially ordered set with involution, k a fixed field
and f = f (t) a polynomial (over k) of degree > 0 with the roots belonging to k. All
functors between k-categories will be k-linear.
As in every theory of representations, the first general problem which can be
posed in our theory is the problem of describing all the categories operk(S, f ) of
finite type. Such categories were studied in detail by the author in [15,16]. In partic-
ular, the following theorem was proved.
Theorem 1. A pair (S, f ) is of finite type if and only if S is a linear ordered set with
trivial involution and one of the following conditions hold:
(1) deg f (t) = 1;
(2) |A| = 1;
(3) |A| = 2, deg f (t) = 2, 3;
(4) |A| > 2, deg f (t) = 2.
Note that in case (1) the non-isomorphic indecomposable objects of operk(S, f )
are described in a trivial way. Case (2) is the well-known (classical) one.
We assume from now on that deg f (t) > 1 and |A| > 1. Moreover, in the se-
quel it is sometimes convenient for us to exclude from consideration all categories
operk(S, f ) of finite type.
In studying tame and wild categories operk(S, f ) we will consider the cases
deg f (t) = 2 and deg f (t) > 2 separately.
Recall that a semichain of length m is by definition a poset of the form A =
∪mi=1Ai , where each Ai (called a link of A) consists of either one point or two in-
comparable points, andA1 < A2 < · · · < Am, where, for subsetsX and Y of a poset,
X < Y means that x < y for any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y (we identify the one-points sub-
sets with the points themselves); if each Ai consists of one point, the set A is called
a chain. A semichain A with involution ∗ is called a ∗-semichain if x∗ = x for every
x belonging to the union of all two-point links.
The tame pairs (S, f ) are described by the following theorems.
Theorem 2. A pair (S, f ) with a polynomial of degree 2 is tame if and only if S is
a ∗-semichain. Otherwise, the pair (S, f ) is strictly wild.
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Theorem 3. Assume (S, f ) to be a pair of infinite type with a polynomial of degree
greater than 2. Then it is tame if and only if the following conditions hold:
(1) S is a chain of length 6 − deg f (t) with trivial involution;
(2) each root of f (t) has multiplicity at most 2.
Otherwise, the pair (S, f ) is wild. Moreover, (S, f ) is strictly wild if (S, g) is
wild for any polynomial g of the same degree as f .
The pair of polynomial growth is described, in combination with Theorem 1, by
the following statement.
Theorem 4. Assume (S, f ) to be a pair of infinite type. Then it is of polynomial
growth if and only if the involution ∗ is trivial, all roots of f (t) are distinct and one
of the following conditions holds:
(a) deg f (t) = 2, S is a semichain with one two-point link;
(b) deg f (t) = 3, S is a chain of length 3;
(c) deg f (t) = 4, S is a chain of length 2.
Otherwise, the pair (S, f ) is of exponential growth. Furthermore, any pair of
polynomial growth is one-parameter.
From the definitions of Section 2.3 it follows directly that our description of pairs
(S, f ) of finite type, tame type and polynomial growth remains true in the situa-
tion when the roots of f (t) do not necessarily belong to k, but in this case connec-
tions between different classification problems which are established below in the
process of our proofs (in particular, between objects of categories operk(S, f ) and
representations of bundles of semichains) are no longer true.
One can consider our problem in the most general situation when a Krull–
Schmidt subcategory of mod k is considered instead of modS k, S being a poset with
involution. But it turns out that all new cases are wild. Before precise formulation of
the corresponding theorem we introduce some definitions and notation.
For k-categories P,Q and functors F : P→ mod k, G : Q→ mod k, we write
(P, F )∼= (Q,G) if there exists an equivalence of categories H : P→ Q such that
the functors F and HG are isomorphic (as objects of the category of functors from
P to mod k). We say that two subcategories M and N of mod k is k-equivalent,
and write M ∼=k N , if (M, I)∼= (N, J ) for the natural imbedding functors I : M →
mod k and J : N → mod k.
With each Krull–Schmidt subcategory M of mod k we associate the Krull–
Schmidt category operM whose objects are the pairs (U, ϕ) formed by an object
U ∈ M and a linear operator ϕ : U → U ; a morphism from (U, ϕ) to (U ′, ϕ′) is
determined by a morphism δ : U → U ′ such that ϕδ = δϕ′. For each polynomial
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f = f (t) over k, we denote by oper(M, f ) the full subcategory of operM con-
sisting of all objects (U, ϕ) such that f (ϕ) = 0. Notice that, in our new notation,
operk(S, f ) = oper(modS k, f ) for a poset with involution S.
We assume from now on that a Krull–Schmidt subcategories of mod k has only
finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposables.
We say that a pair (M, f ) is tame or wild if the category oper(M, f ) is tame or
wild, respectively. The precise definitions are given in the same way as those for
the category oper(S, f ) in Section 2.3. Not only that, in the definition of OK(M, f )
(as the analog of the set OK(S, f )), it is necessary to take the category M ⊗k K
instead of the category modS K (the dimension of an object X ∈ M is defined in a
natural way, and the dimension-function is considered on a set of representatives of
all isomorphism classes of indecomposables).
From the definitions of tameness and wildness it follows directly that if M ∼=k N
and oper(M, f ) is tame (wild) then so is oper(N, f ).
Theorem 5. Let M be a Krull–Schmidt subcategory of mod k with k an algebraic
closed field and f (t) be a polynomial of degree greater than 1. If the category
oper(M, f ) is tame, then M ∼=k modS k for a poset with involution S.
This theorem remains true (with the same proof) for any field k, not necessarily
algebraic closed, if M(X,X)/RadM(X,X)∼= k for each indecomposable object X ∈
M , and (as in Theorems 1–4) k contains all roots of f (t).
4. Representations of bundles of semichains
4.1. Basic definitions and results: applications
We first recall the definitions of a bundle of semichains and its representations
[4, Section 1], rewriting the last one in the terms of Section 2 (the definition of a
semichain is given in Section 3).
For posets X and Y , by X
∐
Y we denote their direct sum (i.e. the disjoint union
with partial order induced by the given ones).
Let S = {A1, . . . , An, B1, . . . , Bn}, n  1, be a family of pairwise disjoint semi-
chains, among which may be empty sets but Ai
∐
Bi /= ∅ for each i = 1, . . . , n; put
A =∐ni=1 Ai , B =∐ni=1 Bi and S0 = A∐B. A bundle of semichains A1, . . . , An,
B1, . . . , Bn is a pair S = (S, ∗), where ∗ is an involution on the set S0 such that x∗ =
x for each x from the union of all two-point links (of the given semichains). Along
with S = (S, ∗) we will also write S = (A1, . . . , An, B1, . . . , Bn, ∗). A bundle of
semichains S = (S, ∗) is called separated if a∗ ∈ A and b∗ ∈ B for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B.
A representation of the bundle S = (S, ∗) over a field k is a triple (U, V, ϕ),
where
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(1) U = {U1, . . . , Un} and V = {V1, . . . , Vn} are collections of k-vector spaces




)⊕ (⊕ni=1 Vi) belongs to the subcategory mod(A∐B,∗) k of modA∐B k;
(2) ϕ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} is a collection of linear maps ϕi ∈ Homk(Ui, Vi), i =
1, . . . , n.
A morphism from (U, V, ϕ) = ({U1, . . . , Un}, {V1, . . . , Vn}, {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn}) to
(U ′, V ′, ϕ′) = ({U ′1, . . . , U ′n}, {V ′1, . . . , V ′n}, {ϕ′1, . . . , ϕ′n}) is determined by a pair
(α, β) formed by a collection α = {α1, . . . , αn} of Ai-maps αi : Ui → U ′i and a
collection β = {β1, . . . , βn} of Bi-maps βi : Vi → V ′i (i = 1, . . . , n) such that
(3) the A∐B-map (⊕ni=1 αi)⊕ (⊕ni=1 βi) of (⊕ni=1 Ui)⊕ (⊕ni=1 Vi) into(⊕n
i=1 U ′i
)⊕ (⊕ni=1 V ′i ) belongs to mod(A∐B,∗) k;
(4) ϕiβi = αiϕ′i for each i = 1, . . . , n.
The category of representations of a bundle of semichains S = (S, ∗) is denoted
by Bk(S) = Bk(S, ∗) = Bk(A1, . . . , An, B1, . . . , Bn, ∗).
The representations of a bundle of semichains (and the notion of “bundle of semi-
chains” itself) were introduced in [4, Section 1] (for the first time, in [3]). In these
papers the author gives (in terms of matrices) a complete classification of the inde-
composable representations of an arbitrary bundle of semichains; the classification
is obtained in the explicit and invariant (without “trace” of the method of solution)
form. Similar classification problems, in a Morita-non-reduced form, was considered
in [17].
Special cases of our problem arose earlier (in terms of matrices) in studying
certain classification problems. In the classification of the finite p-groups having
an abelian subgroup of index p and the pair of mutually annihilating operators
arose a class of matrix problems which corresponds (in our terms) to the case of
bundles of two chains A and B with involution ∗ such that x∗ = y, x /= y, imp-
lies x ∈ A, y ∈ B or x ∈ B, y ∈ A [12]. The first examples of such classes for
semichains (not all chains) arose in studying integral representations of the
cyclic group of order 8 [18] and under consideration a problem of Gelfand
[14]. In the last paper it is in fact proved that a matrix problem, which (in
our terms) can be formulated as the problem of classifying the representations
of a bundle of two semichains, is tame, although an inductive answer indica-
ted this is false; for instance, this answer (the theorem of Section 3) “ignores”
all theindecomposablerepresentationswith |dimWx − dimWy | > 1forincomparable
elements x and y of some semichain, where Wz denotes the vector space
corresponding to z. As is noted in [14], the analogous result (on tameness) was
also received by A. Assar, a student of Yakovlev. Representations with a natural
non-singularity condition in the case of two semichains arose in the classification of
the modular representations of quasidihedral groups [2] (for an invariant answer, see
also [4, Section 2]). For an arbitrary (even) number of semichains, representations of
bundles arose first in solving the Gelfand problem and its generalizations [4, Section
3]; there also exist natural non-singularity conditions (as all, representations with such
conditions are classified in [4, Section 1]).
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Apart from these, representations of bundles of semichains arise in studying nu-
merous other problems: in studying representations of different classes of quivers
with relations and algebras (see e.g. [19–23]), in the classification of faithful posets
of infinite (non-polynomial, in other terminology) growth [5], under consideration
representations of posets with involution [24] and equivalence relation [25] includ-
ing ones with non-singularity conditions [26,27] (for connections between repre-
sentations of bundles of semichains and posets see Section 4.2). Recently the main
classification theorem of [4, Section 1] is used in studying various problems of rep-
resentation theory, topology and algebraic geometry (see e.g. [28–34]).
The main reason of wide application of representations of bundles of semichains
is that, in many situations, “most” of tame cases (especially of non-polynomial
growth) reduce to them. Moreover, such a reduction is at present the only method
of solving a great many classification problems of non-polynomial growth (as for
representations of quasidihedral groups [2] and partially ordered sets [5]).
In Section 5 we consider, as an example, the “most” general extension of the
classical problem on a linear map between finite-dimensional k-vector spaces (see
the beginning of Section 1), taking objects of a fixed Krull–Schmidt subcategories
of mod k as the spaces. We will prove that all tame cases in this situation become ex-
hausted by representations of separated bundles of two semichains, except for certain
ones reducing in a trivial way to linear classification problems (by such a problem we
mean the problem of classifying objects of a subspace or factorspace category—see
Section 5.1).
To conclude this part of the section, we note that for our main problem all tame
cases (of infinite type) also reduce, as will be seen in Sections 6–8, to representations
of bundles of semichains.
4.2. Connections between representations of bundles of semichains and posets
In this part of the paper we consider connections between representations of bun-
dles of semichains and posets with involution (and pairs of such posets) in a gener-
ality that will be needed for what follows.
Recall [24] that a representation of a poset with involution S = (A, ∗) is (in
our terms) a triple (V ,U, γ ) formed by a k-vector space V ∈ mod k, an S-graded
space U ∈ modS k and a linear map γ ∈ Homk(V ,U); a morphism of repre-
sentations (V ,U, γ )→ (V ′, U ′, γ ′) is given by a pair (µ, ν) of linear maps µ ∈
Homk(V , V ′) and ν ∈ HomS,k(U,U ′) such that γ ν = µγ ′. A representation (V ,U,
γ ) is called faithful at a point a ∈ A if Ua /= 0. A poset with involution S is called
faithful if there is an indecomposable representation of S which is faithful at all
points. The category of representations of S = (A, ∗) is denoted by repkS.
Recall, further, that a representation of a pair (S1, S2) of posets with involution
S1 = (A1, ∗1) and S2 = (A2, ∗2) is (in our terms) a triple (V ,U, γ ) formed by an
S1-graded space V , an S2-graded space U and a linear map γ ∈ Homk(V ,U); a mor-
phism of representations (V ,U, γ )→ (V ′, U ′, γ ′) is given by a pair (µ, ν) formed
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by an S1-map µ : V → V ′ and an S2-map ν : U → U ′ such that γ ν = µγ ′. Thus
defined category we denote by repk(S1, S2). By repinvk (S1, S2) will be denoted the
full subcategory of repk(S1, S2) consisting of all objects (V ,U, γ ) with γ being an
isomorphism (in mod k).
Because a poset with trivial involution is identified with the poset itself, the above
definitions involve the case of usual posets.
Let S1 = (A1, ∗1) be a ∗1-semichain and S2 = (A2, ∗2) a ∗2-semichain. Then the
category repk(S1, S2) is naturally isomorphic to the categoryBk(S) for the separated
bundle S = (A1, A2, ∗) of two semichains A1 and A2, where ∗ is induced by ∗1
and ∗2 (∗ = ∗1 on A1 and ∗ = ∗2 on A2). In studying the category repk(S1, S2), Si
being a ∗i-semichain (i = 1, 2), one can therefore make use of the main classification
theorem of [4, Section 1].
In the process of solving a number of problems (in particular, the main problem of
this paper), there arise representations of posets with involution (among them with
the trivial one) of the form (B, ∗) = (B1, ∗1)∐(B2, ∗2) with (B1, ∗1) and (B2, ∗2)
being a ∗1- and ∗2-semichain, respectively, where by the definition (of ∐ for posets
with involution) B = B1∐B2 and ∗ is induced by ∗1 and ∗2 (see e.g. [5,25,35]);
in particular, the author proved that any faithful tame poset (without involution) of
non-polynomial growth has this form, with some additional order relations between
the semichains [5].
Representations of such posets with involution can be reduced to representations
of some separated bundle of two semichains in the same way as for the trivial in-
volution in [36] (see also [5]). But apart from this reduction, there is a more natural
connection as follows. If T1 = (B1, ∗1) and T2 = (B2, ∗2) are posets with involution,
and T = (B, ∗) = T1∐ T2, then (as is easily seen) the category repkT is isomorphic
to the category of representations of the following separated bundle S = (S, ∗): S =
{A1, A2, B1, B2} where A1 = {1}, A2 = {2}, 1∗ = 2 and, for i = 1, 2, the involution
∗ acts on Bi as ∗i . In the sequel we will use only the last reduction.
Thus in studying posets with involution of the form T = (B, ∗) = T1∐ T2, one
can also make use of the main classification theorem of [4, Section 1].
5. Representations of pairs of subcategories of mod k
In solving the problems listed in Section 3 we will essentially use representa-
tions of bundles of semichains [3,4]. These representations play a basic role in solv-
ing many classifying problems (see Section 4.1). For many classification problems
“most” of tame cases (especially of non-polynomial growth) reduce to representa-
tions of bundles of semichains. In this section a new example of such problem is
considered.
Throughout the section, we use the definitions and notation from the preceding
ones. As before, Krull–Schmidt subcategories of mod k are supposed to be with only
finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposables.
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5.1. Main definitions and formulation of the theorem
Let M and N be Krull–Schmidt subcategories of mod k. With M and N we as-
sociate a new Krull–Schmidt category rep(M,N) in the following way. An object
of rep(M,N) is a triple (V ,U, λ) formed by objects V ∈ M,U ∈ N and a linear
map λ : V → U . A morphism from (V ,U, λ) to (V ′, U ′, λ′) is determined by a pair
(µ, ν) of morphisms µ : V → V ′ and ν : U → U ′ such that λν = µλ′; morphisms
are composed by coordinates. Objects of the category rep(M,N) will be called rep-
resentations of the pair (M,N). Note that equivalences M ∼=k M ′ and N ′ ∼=k N ′ in-
duce in a natural way an equivalence between rep(M,N) and rep(M ′, N ′).
We say that a pair (M,N) is tame (wild) if so is the category rep(M,N) (or, in
other words, the problem of classifying, up to isomorphism, its objects). The pre-
cise definitions can be given similar to those for categories oper(M, f ) (see Section
2.3 and the end of Section 3); as the analog of the set OK(M, f ), in this case it
is necessary to take the set RK(M,N) of all triples (V ,U, λ) formed by objects
V ∈ M ⊗k K , U ∈ N ⊗k K and a homomorphism λ from the (free) K-module V
into the (free) K-module U . Obviously, (M,N) is tame (wild) if so is (M ′, N ′) for
some M ′ ∼=k M and N ′ ∼=k N .
The problem of classifying objects of categories rep(M,N) is a “most” general
natural extension of the classical problem on a linear map between finite-dimensional
k-vector spaces. In the special case M = mod k, categories rep(M,N), formulated
in other terms, are known as (faithful) subspace categories; in the case N = mod k,
we have factorspace categories (for more details see Section 5.2).
It is easy to show (in an analogous way as in [37, Section 2] for representations of
pairs of posets) that if M is k-equivalent to modA k for a chain A of length at least 2
then the problem of classifying, up to isomorphism, the objects of rep(M,N) reduces
to that for the subspace category rep(mod k,N
∐
modB k), where B is the chain
A \ amax, amax being the maximal element of A (for categories A and B, A∐B
denotes their direct sum). In the dual case when N is k-equivalent to modA k for a
chainA (of length at least 2) we have (instead the subspace category) the factor space
category rep(M
∐
modB k,mod k). Note here, without details, that the description
of tame cases for the subspace categories is not given at present in a more general
situation than that of representations of posets with equivalence relation [24,25,38]
(such posets of finite type is described in [39]).
In this section we prove the next theorem which shows that, except for the above
special cases, all tame cases become exhausted by representations of separated bun-
dles of two semichains.
Theorem 6. Let M and N be Krull–Schmidt subcategories in mod k, k being an
algebraic closed field. Suppose M
k
modS k and NkmodT k for any chains S and
T (without involution). Then the pair (M,N) is tame if and only if the following
conditions hold:
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(1) M ∼=k modS k for some ◦-semichain S = (A, ◦),
(2) N ∼=k modT k for some ♦-semichain T = (B,♦),
where ◦ and ♦ are involutions on A and B, respectively.
Otherwise, the pair (M,N) is wild.
5.2. Subsidiary statements on tame and wild pairs (M,N)
The below propositions are formulated (and used) only for wild pairs, but they
can be naturally restated for tame ones.
For categories rep(M,N), there is a natural duality principle which can be for-
mulated as follows.
For a vector space U , we denote by U∗ the dual space of U : U∗ = Homk(U, k).
The linear map of V ∗ into U∗ induced by a map λ : U → V is denoted by λ∗.
Given a Krull–Schmidt subcategory M of mod k, let M∗ denote the dual Krull–
Schmidt subcategory of mod k: ObM∗ = {U∗|U ∈ ObM} and M∗(U∗, V ∗) =
{λ∗|λ ∈ M(V,U)}. It is easy to see that the contravariant functor D : rep(M,N)→
rep(N∗,M∗), sending (V ,U, λ) to (U∗, V ∗, λ∗) and (µ, ν) to (ν∗, µ∗), defines a
duality between rep(M,N) and rep(N∗,M∗).
We have the following proposition which is proved by the standard way.
Proposition 7. (N∗,M∗) is wild if and only if so is (M,N).
We will say that a subcategory P of a Krull–Schmidt category Q is dence if the
following three conditions hold:
(a) each object of Q is isomorphic to an object of P;
(b) if X, Y ∈ P and X∼=Y in Q, then X∼=Y in P;
(c) if X ∈ P is composable in Q, then X is composable in P.
Note that when the subcategory P is full, the conditions (b) and (c) always hold,
and we have the well-known notion.
The definition of wild pairs (M,N) immediately implies the next lemma.
Lemma 8. Let M and N be Krull–Schmidt subcategories of mod k.
(1) If M ′ and N ′ are full subcategories of M and N, respectively, and (M ′, N ′) is
wild, then (M,N) is also wild;
(2) If M ′ and N ′ are dence subcategories of M and N, respectively, and (M,N) is
wild, then (M ′, N ′) is also wild.
Let P and Q be k-categories with the same set of objects such that Q(X, Y ) ⊇
P(X, Y ) for any objects X and Y . We will say that Q is a radical extension of P
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if, for any objects X and Y , Q(X, Y ) = P(X, Y )⊕ R(X, Y ), where all the spaces
R(X, Y ) (among which may be zero ones) consist of radical morphisms.
From the lemma we have
Corollary 9. Let M,N be Krull–Schmidt subcategories of mod k and P,Q be full
Krull–Schmidt subcategories of M,N, respectively. If, for radical extensions P and
Q of P and Q, the pair (P ,Q) is wild, then so is (M,N).
There is one more simple statement on wild pairs (M,N) which is more naturally
formulated in terms of modules over Krull–Schmidt categories (by such a right mod-
ule we mean as usual a k-linear functor from the given category to mod k).
Let C,D be Krull–Schmidt categories over k and F,G (not necessarily faith-
ful) modules over C,D, respectively. With the modules F and G we associate the
Krull–Schmidt category rep(F,G) as follows. An object of rep(F,G) is a triple
(X, Y, λ) formed by objects X ∈ C, Y ∈ D and a linear map λ : F(X)→ G(Y). A
morphism from (X, Y, λ) to (X′, Y ′, λ′) is determined by a pair (µ, ν) of morphisms
µ : X → X′ and ν : Y → Y ′ such that λG(ν) = F(µ)λ′; morphisms are composed
by coordinates. To distinguish between categories rep(F,G) and rep(M,N), where
M andN are Krull–Schmidt subcategories of mod k, we will write below rep(F,G)
instead of rep(F,G).
The categories rep(F,G) are a “2-dimensional” analog of the subspace catego-
ries [40] (or the categories Mk [41]); the last categories are in fact the categories
rep(F,G) for F to be the identity functor from C = mod k to mod k (in the dual
case, when G is the identity functor from D = mod k to mod k, we have the factor
space categories). When the problem of classifying the objects of rep(F,G), up
to isomorphism, is tame (respectively, wild), we say that the pair (F,G) is tame
(respectively, wild).
For a module F over a Krull–Schmidt category C, let KerF denote the ideal
of C formed by the morphisms α such that F(α) = 0. Let further F denote the
corresponding (Krull–Schmidt) subcategory of mod k (i. e. the category with objects
the vector spaces F(X),X ∈ C, and morphisms from F(X) to F(Y ) the linear maps
of the form F(α), α ∈ C(X, Y )). Because rep(F,G) is equivalent to rep(F0,G0)
with the functor F0 : C/KerF → mod k and G0 : D/KerG→ mod k induced by F
and G, respectively, we can restrict ourselves (in fact, without loss of generality) to
faithful functors F and G. Then obviously rep(F,G) is isomorphic to rep(F,G)
(when the functors are not necessarily faithful, these categories are equivalent). On
the other hand, for any Krull–Schmidt subcategories M and N of mod k, rep(M,N)
is isomorphic to rep(F,G) with the natural imbedding modules F : M → mod k
and G : N → mod k. Thus the categories rep(M,N) are an “internal” analog of the
categories rep(F,G).
Now we formulate a statement on wild pairs that was promised above (which
follows from the definition of wildness).
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Lemma 10. LetC,D be Krull–Schmidt categories (over k) and F,G (not necessar-
ily faithful) modules over C,D, respectively. Let further F ′ and G′ be, respectively,
submodules of F and G. If (F/F ′,G′) is wild then so is (F,G).
The following case of the proposition will be used below.
Corollary 11. Let Nn, n > 0, be the Krull–Schmidt subcategory of mod k which
has as objects all vector spaces Un and as morphisms from Un to V n the linear
maps α : Un → V n such that α11 = · · · = αnn and αij = 0 if i > j . If, for a Krull–
Schmidt subcategory M of mod k and s < n, the pair (M,Ns) is wild, then so is
(M,Nn). The same is true for (Ns,M) and (Nn,M).
Proof. For any objectX = U1 ⊕ U2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Un ofNn withU1 = U2 = · · · = Un =
U , put Xi = Ui ⊕ · · · ⊕ Un (1  i  n). By the definition of Nn, for a morphism
α : Un → V n one has the restriction linear map αi : (Un)i → (V n)i . Denote by
Hi the submodule of the imbedding module I : Nn → mod k sending X to Xi and
α : X → Y to αi : Xi → Yi . If (M,Ns) is wild, then (M,Nn) is wild by the propo-
sition for the imbedding modules F : M → mod k and G = I , and the submodules
F ′ = 0,G′ = Hn−s+1 (becauseHi ∼=k Nn−i+1). In the second case, one can take the
imbedding modules F = I and G : M → mod k, and submodules F ′ = Hs+1,G′ =
0 (because (I/Hi)∼=k Ni−1). 
5.3. Proof of the theorem
We will use the definitions and notation of Section 2.3, rewriting them for the
considered categories.
The sufficiency of Theorem 6 follows from the facts stated in Section 4.2. The
proof of the necessity will be given in two steps.
Step 1: The case of vector spaces graded by posets with involution.
We first prove that the necessity part of the theorem is true for categories M =
modS k and N = modT k, where S and T are posets with involution. This statement
follows from the main results of [26,27] on representations with non-singularity con-
ditions of posets with equivalence relation. Here we give a direct proof determining
all “critical” pairs (S, T ) and corresponding perfect elements of RK(S, T ).
For simplicity, an involution on any poset will be denoted by the same symbol ∗.
When we determine a poset with involution S = (A, ∗), the order relation is given
up to transitivity; the element a∗ is indicated only if a∗ /= a.
For the proof, the next lemma is needed.
Lemma 12. Let S = (A, ∗) be a poset with involution but not a ∗-semichain, having
the following properties:
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(a) Any (C, ∗) with a proper subset C ⊂ A closed under the involution is a ∗-semi-
chain.
(b) S becomes a ∗-semichain under an arbitrary non-trivial completion of the order
relation.
Then S is isomorphic to one of the following posets with involution T = (B, ∗):
(1) B = {1, 2, 3 | 1 < 3};
(2) B = {1, 2}, 1∗ = 2;
(3) B = {1, 2, 3 | 1 < 3, 2 < 3}, 1∗ = 3;
(4) B = {1, 2, 3 | 1 < 2, 1 < 3}, 1∗ = 3;
(5) B = {1, 2, 3, 4 | 1 < 3, 2 < 3 < 4}, 1∗ = 3, 2∗ = 4;
(6) B = {1, 2, 3, 4 | 1 < 2 < 3, 2 < 4}, 1∗ = 3, 2∗ = 4;
(7) B = {1, 2, 3, 4 | 1 < 2 < 4, 1 < 3 < 4}, 1∗ = 2, 3∗ = 4.
The lemma is proved by simple combinatorial arguments [27].
Recall that a chain is a linear ordered set. We call a poset with involution S =
(A, ∗) a chain if A is a chain and the involution is trivial. Obviously, S = (A, ∗) is
not a chain if and only if it contains, up to completion of the order relation, a closed
(under the involution) subset that is isomorphic to P = (〈1〉∐〈1〉, ∗) with trivial
involution, or Q = (〈2〉, ∗) with non-trivial one.
We can proceed now immediately to the proof of the necessity of Theorem 6 in
the special case when M = modS k and N = modT k, S = (A, ∗) and T = (B, ∗)
being posets with involution. More precisely, we prove that such a pair is wild if the
conditions (1) and (2) do not hold (here we use, in fact, the impossibility for (M,N)
to be both tame and wild [7]).
Obviously, in this case one can take instead of RK(M,N), where K = K2 =
k〈x, y〉, the set RK(S, T ) of all triples (V ,U, λ) formed by objects V ∈ modS K ,
U ∈ modT K and a homomorphism λ : V → U .
By Proposition 7, Lemmas 8 (with Corollary 9) and 12, it suffices to take the
posets with involution of the form (1)–(7) as T = (B, ∗), and the posets P,Q as
S = (A, ∗). The case when S = P (respectively, T = Q) and T is of the form (i),
1  i  7, is denoted by P.i (respectively, Q.i). To distinguish between elements
of T = (B, ∗) from Lemma 12 and Q = (Q0, ∗) (rather, between ones of B and
Q0 = 〈2〉), we will write 1 and 2 in place of 1 and 2 from Q0. The elements of
P0 = 〈1〉∐〈1〉 (as the first component of P ) are also indexed by the symbols 1 and
2 as follows: The first and second ones correspond to the only element of the first
and second direct summands of P0, respectively.
Let S = (A, ∗) and T = (B, ∗) “form” a case P.i or Q.i (1  i  7), and K =
k〈x, y〉. When considering a triple (V ,U, λ) ∈ RK(S, T ) with V = Km,Vx = Kmx
(x ∈ A) andU = Kn,Uy = Kny (y ∈ B), we identify the homomorphism λwith the
block matrix (λxy), x ∈ A, y ∈ B, where λxy is an mx × ny matrix with entries in
K (xth horizontal and yth vertical bands of λ correspond to the modules Vx and Uy ,
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respectively). We always assume that 1th horizontal band is situated above 2th one,
and that ith vertical band is situated to the left of j th one (i, j ∈ B) if i < j as the
natural numbers.
As a perfect element L = (V ,U, λ) ofRK(S, T ) one can take the following one:
in cases P.1 and Q.1, V = K4, V1 = V2 = K2, U = K4, U1 = K , U2 = K2,




0 1 0 x
1 0 1 y
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1

 ;







in cases P.3 and Q.3, V = K4, V1 = V2 = K2, U = K5, U1 = K2, U2 = K ,




1 0 1 0 x
0 1 0 1 y
1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

 ;
in cases P.4 and Q.4, V = K4, V1 = V2 = K2, U = K5, U1 = K2, U2 = K ,




1 0 1 0 x
0 1 0 1 y
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

 ;
in cases P.5 and Q.5, V = K4, V1 = V2 = K2, U = K6, U1 = K2, U2 = K ,
U3 = K2, U4 = K and
λ =
(
δ11 δ12 δ13 0
δ21 δ22 δ23 0
)
,
where, in case P.5 (respectively, Q.5), the matrix δ = (δij ) is equal to the matrix
λ = (λij ) of case P.3 (respectively, Q.3);
in cases P.6 and Q.6, V = K4, V1 = V2 = K2, U = K6, U1 = K , U2 = K2,
U3 = K , U4 = K2 and
λ =
(0 δ11 δ12 δ13
0 δ21 δ22 δ23
)
,
where, in case P.6 (respectively, Q.6), the matrix δ = (δij ) is equal to the matrix
λ = (λij ) of case P.4 (respectively, Q.4);
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in cases P.7 and Q.7, V = K4, V1 = V2 = K2, U = K6, U1 = U2 = K,U3 =
U4 = K2 and
λ =
(0 δ12 δ11 δ13
0 δ22 δ21 δ23
)
,
where, in case P.7 (respectively, Q.7), the matrix δ = (δij ) is equal to the matrix
λ = (λij ) of case P.3 (respectively, Q.3).
We proceed now to the proof of the fact that these objects are in fact perfect using
an outline identical to that for categories operk(S, f ); the corresponding definitions
(and notation) at the end of Section 2 can be easily reformulated for categories which
we are considering here.
For a block matrix σ with blocks σij , i, j = 1, . . . , n, or i, j = 1, . . . , n, a pq
entry of σ will be denoted by σ(pq) (in order to distinguish between entries and
blocks of the matrix).
Let X = (X, α, β) and X′ = (X′, α′, β ′) be representations of the quiver K0.
Put (V ,U, γ ) = L⊗X and (V ′, U ′, γ ′) = L⊗X′. Consider the matrix equality
γ ν − µγ ′ = 0, where µ ∈ HomS,k(V , V ′) and ν ∈ HomT ,k(U,U ′), as the system
of linear (scalar) equalities
(γ ν)(ij) − (µγ ′)(ij) = 0, [i, j ]
for entries of µ and ν, where i and j run from 1 to the rank of K-modules V and
U , respectively. Note that the equalities [i, j ] will be always considered modulo
those equalities µ(pq) = 0, ν(pq) = 0, µ(pq) = µ(rs) and ν(pq) = ν(rs) that are in-
duced by ones of the form µij = 0, νij = 0, µij = µlt and νij = νlt prescribed in
the definition of S-maps.
In case P.1, µ(12) = 0 follows from [1,1]; ν(23) = 0 from [1,3] and µ(12) = 0;
µ(34) = 0 from [3,3] and ν(23) = 0; ν(14) = 0 from [3,4] and µ(34) = 0; µ(43) = 0
from [4,1]; ν(32) = 0 from [4,2] and µ(43) = 0; µ(21) = 0 from [2,2] and ν(32) = 0.
Thus the matrices µ and ν are diagonal. By the equalities [1,2], [2,1], [2,3], [3,1],
[3,2], [4,3] and [4,4], the diagonal entries of both the matrices are the same. Conse-
quently the object L = (V ,U, λ) of RK(S, T ) is ideal.
In case Q.1, µ(21) = 0 follows from [4,1]; ν(32) = 0 from [4,2] and µ(21) =
0; µ(13) = 0 from [1,2] and [3,2]; µ(12) = 0 from [1,1] and µ(13) = 0; ν(14) = 0
from [3,4] and µ(12) = 0; ν(23) = 0 from [3,3] and µ(12) = 0; µ(14) = 0 from [1,3],
µ(12) = 0 and ν(23) = 0;µ(24) = 0 from [2,3] and [4,3];µ(23) = 0 from [2,2],µ(21) =
0 and ν(32) = 0. Thus the matricesµ and ν are diagonal. By the equalities [2,1], [3,1],
[3,2], [4,3], [4,4], the matrices µ and ν are scalar, and so the object L = (V ,U, λ) is
ideal.
In cases P.2 and Q.2 the proof is trivial.
In case P.3, µ(21) = 0 follows from [2,3]; µ(43) = 0 from [4,3]; ν(24) = 0 from
[4,4]; ν(25) = 0 from [4,5]; ν(21) = 0 from [2,1] and µ(21) = 0; µ(12) = 0 from [1,4],
[3,4] and ν(21) = 0; ν(12) = 0 from [1,2] and µ(12) = 0; ν(11) = µ(11) from [1,1];
ν(33) = µ(11) from [1,3]; ν(22) = µ(22) from [2,2]; ν(11) = µ(33) from [3,1];
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ν(22) = µ(44) from [4,2]; ν(11) = µ(22) from [2,4], ν(21) = 0 and ν(24) = 0. From this
it follows thatµ and ν are upper triangular matrices whose diagonal entries are all the
same; consequently, for L = (V ,U, λ), the functor H(L) preserves indecomposabil-
ity. Further, [1,5], [3,5] and µ(12) = 0 imply αν(22) = µ(11)α′; [2,5], ν(12) = 0 and
ν(25) = 0 imply βν(22) = µ(22)β ′, and so H(L) preserves isomorphism classes. Thus
the object L is perfect.
In case Q.3, µ(21) = 0 follows from [4,3]; ν(21) = 0 from [4,1] and µ(21) = 0;
µ(12) = 0 from [1,4], [3,4] and ν(21) = 0; ν(12) = 0 from [3,2] andµ(12) = 0; ν(24) =
0 from [4,4]; ν(25) = 0 from [4,5]; ν(11) = µ(11) from [3,1]; ν(33) = µ(11) from [3,3];
ν(22) = µ(22) from [4,2]; ν(11) = µ(22) from [2,4] ν(21) = 0 and ν(24) = 0. From this
it follows thatµ and ν are upper triangular matrices whose diagonal entries are all the
same; consequently, for L = (V ,U, λ), the functor H(L) preserves indecomposabil-
ity. Further, [1,5], [3,5] and µ(12) = 0 imply αν(22) = µ(11)α′; [2,5], ν(12) = 0 and
ν(25) = 0 imply βν(22) = µ(22)β ′, and so H(L) preserves isomorphism classes. Thus
the object L is perfect.
In case P.4, ν(13) = 0 follows from [3,3]; ν(14) = 0 from [3,4]; ν(15) = 0 from
[3,5]; ν(23) = 0 from [4,3]; ν(24) = 0 from [4,4]; ν(25) = 0 from [4,5]; µ(21) = 0
from [2,3] and ν(23) = 0; ν(21) = 0 from [2,1] and µ(21) = 0; µ(12) = 0 from [1,4],
ν(14) = 0 and ν(21) = 0; ν(12) = 0 from [1,2] and µ(12) = 0; µ(34) = 0 from [3,2]
and ν(12) = 0; µ(43) = 0 from [4,1] and ν(21) = 0. Thus the matrices µ and ν are
diagonal. By the equalities [1,1], [1,3], [2,2], [2,4], [3,1] and [4,2], the matrices µ
and ν are scalar, and so the object L = (V ,U, λ) is ideal.
In case Q.4, ν(13) = 0 follows from [3,3]; ν(14) = 0 from [3,4]; ν(15) = 0 from
[3,5]; ν(23) = 0 from [4,3]; ν(24) = 0 from [4,4]; ν(25) = 0 from [4,5]; µ(21) = 0
from [2,3] and ν(23) = 0; ν(21) = 0 from [4,1] and µ(21) = 0; µ(12) = 0 from [1,4],
ν(14) = 0 and ν(21) = 0; ν(12) = 0 from [3,2] andµ(12) = 0;µ(13) = 0 from [1,1] and
[3,1]; µ(14) = 0 from [1,2], µ(12) = 0 and ν(12) = 0; µ(23) = 0 from [2,1], µ(21) = 0
and ν(21) = 0; µ(24) = 0 from [2,2] and [4,2]. Thus the matrices µ and ν are diag-
onal. By the equalities [1,3], [2,4], [3,1] and [4,2], the matrices µ and ν are scalar,
and so the object L = (V ,U, λ) is ideal.
In cases P.5–P.7 and Q.5–Q.7 the proof is easily carried out by reduction to the
cases P.3, P.4, Q.3 and Q.4.
The necessity part of the Theorem 6 for categoriesM = modS k andN = modT k,
S and T being posets with involution, is proved.
Step 2: The general case.
First we define the analog of the category modS k with S to be some “generalized”
posets distinct from posets with involution.
Let S = (A,∼) be a poset with equivalence relation. By an S-graded vector space
over a field k, we mean an A-graded k-vector space U =⊕a∈A Ua such that Ux =
Uy if x ∼ y. An A-map ϕ of an S-graded space U into an S-graded space U ′ will
be called an S-map if ϕxx = ϕyy for all x, y ∈ A satisfying x ∼ y. The category of
S-graded k-vector spaces (with objects the S-graded spaces and with morphisms the
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S-maps) is denoted by modS k. For x ∈ A, let us denote by r(a) the number of points
in the equivalence class of x, and put r(S) = maxx∈Ar(x). In the case r(S) = 2,
S = (A,∼) is naturally identified with the poset with involution S = (A, ∗), where
x∗ = y if and only if either x ∼ y, x /= y or x = y, r(x) = 1; therefore, the new
categories modS k generalize the preceding ones.
Furthermore, we consider the case of so-called completed posets.
Recall that a completed poset S consists of a poset A and an equivalence relation
∼ on A = {(x, y) ∈ A× A|x  y}. These data are subjected to the condition that
x  z  y and (x, y) ∼ (x′, y′) imply the existence of a unique z′ satisfying x′ 
z′  y′, (x, z) ∼ (x′, z′) and (z, y) ∼ (z′, y′). It is easy to see that (x, y) ∼ (x′, x′)
implies x = y, and (x, y) ∼ (x′, y′) implies x ∼ x′ and y ∼ y′. By an S-graded
vector space over k, we mean an A-graded k-vector space U =⊕a∈A Ua such that
Ux = Uy if (x, x) ∼ (y, y). An S-map of an S-graded space U into an S-graded
space U ′, ϕ is an A-map ϕ : U → U ′ such that ϕxy = ϕzt if (x, y) ∼ (z, t). The
category of S-graded k-vector spaces is denoted (as in the above cases) by modS k.
In the case (x, x) ∼ (x′, x′) we will write x ∼ x′; therefore one can say about re-
striction of the relation ∼ on A . If (x, y) ∼ (x′, y′) implies x = y and x′ = y′, then
the completed poset S is in fact a poset with equivalence relation.
The poset with equivalence relation (〈m〉,∼), where 1 ∼ · · · ∼ m, is denoted by
〈m〉∼.
For the proof of our theorem in the general case we need the next lemmas.
Lemma 13. For a Krull–Schmidt subcategory M of mod k, one of the following
conditions holds:
(1) M ∼=k modS k for some chain S.
(2) There exists a full Krull–Schmidt subcategory L of M with a radical extension
L∼=k modT k, where T is
(a) the poset 〈1〉∐〈1〉, or
(b) a poset with equivalence relation 〈m〉∼ for some m > 1.
Lemma 14. For a Krull–Schmidt subcategory M of mod k, one of the following
conditions holds:
(1) M ∼=k modS k for some poset with involution S.
(2) There exists a full Krull–Schmidt subcategory L of M with a radical extension
L∼=k modT k, where T is
(a) the poset 〈1〉∐〈1〉 with non-trivial involution, or
(b) a poset with equivalence relation 〈m〉∼ for some m > 2, or
(c) the completed poset (〈4〉,∼) with 1 ∼ 3, 2 ∼ 4, (1, 2) ∼ (3, 4).
Note that, though S in the condition (a) of the last lemma is (as in (1)) a poset
with involution, the lemma is not true without this condition. As an example one
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can consider the following completed poset S = (A,∼): A = {a1, a2, b, c, d|a1 <
b, a1 < c, a2 < c, a2 < d} and a1 ∼ a2, (a1, c) ∼ (a2, c).
To prove Lemmas 13 and 14, we first restate them in terms of indecomposable
objects of the categories.
We use the term “k-spectroid” (or simply “spectroid”, as in [42]) for a small
k-category C whose distinct objects are not isomorphic and all endomorphism al-
gebras C(X,X) are local. With every k-spectroid C it is natural to associate the
Krull–Schmidt category (additive hull of C) ⊕C whose objects are the sequences
(X1, . . . , Xm) of objects of C (0  m <∞), which will be denoted by X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕
Xm, and whose morphisms (X1, . . . , Xm)→ (X′1, . . . , X′m) are given by matrices
µ = (µij ), 1  i, j  m, where µij ∈ C(Xi,X′j ); the composition of morphisms
obeys the rules of matrix multiplication. One can consider spectroids (not necessarily
full as subcategories) inside a fixed Krull–Schmidt category K , i.e. k-subcategories
of K which are spectroids. In this situation we call a spectroid C in K main if it is
a full subcategory formed by chosen representatives of all isomorphism classes of
indecomposables (we use the term “main spectroid” instead of the term “spectroid
of” [42]; a term corresponding to our one “spectroid in” is not defined in [42]).
To a poset with involution S = (A, ∗), we associate the spectroidC = Ck(S) over
k as follows: an object of C is a subset {x, x∗} of A, a basis of the space of radical
morphisms fromX to Y consists of elements (a|b) for all a ∈ X, b ∈ Y such that a <
b, and composition of basis elements (a|b) and (c|d) (with a ∈ X, b ∈ Y, c ∈ Y, d ∈
Z for some objects X, Y and Z) is given by the formula (a|b)(c|d) = δbc(a|d),
where δbc is the Kroneker delta.
By Vk(S) we denote the spectroid in mod k given by the following functor P0 =
PS0 : Ck(S)→ mod k: P0(X) =
⊕
a∈X ak for each object X ∈ Ck(S), and the lin-
ear map P0(b|c) : P0(X)→ P0(Y ), corresponding to a morphism (b|c) : X → Y , is
defined by the equality aP0(b|c) = δabc for any basis element a ∈ P0(X) (i.e. the
category Vk(S) has as objects the vector spaces P0(X),X ∈ Ck(S), and as mor-
phisms from P0(X) to P0(Y ) the linear maps of the form P0(α), α ∈ C(X, Y )).
Similarly as above, one can define the spectroid Ck(S) over k and the spectroid
Vk(S) in mod k for a poset with equivalence relation or a completed poset S =
(A,∼). In the first case, the only difference is that the role of subsets {x, x∗} is
played by equivalence classes. In the second one, in addition, one has to take, for
any class Z of equivalent pairs z = (x, y), x /= y, the morphism∑z∈Z(x|y) instead
of (x|y) themselves (composition of morphisms is defined by the distributivity).
It is easy to see that modS k∼=k ⊕Vk(S) for any “generalized” poset S.
Obviously, in studying tame and wild pairs (M,N) we can take instead of M and
N arbitrary (Krull–Schmidt) categories M ′ ∼=k M and N ′ ∼=k N . Consequently we
can restrict ourselves (without loss of generality) to Krull–Schmidt subcategories of
mod k having the form ⊕V, where V is a spectroid in mod k.
Thus one can restate Lemmas 13 and 14 in terms of spectroids taking spectroids
D,F andVk(X) (in mod k) instead of Krull–Schmidt categories M,L and modX k
(for X = S, T ), respectively.
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We first prove Lemma 13.
By the isomorphism D(X,X)/RadD(X,X)∼= k for any object X ∈ D, each full
subspectroid Y of D with the only object of dimension m has a maximal radical ex-
tensionY (in mod k) which is k-isomorphic toVk(T ) for T = 〈m〉∼. Consequently,
if there is an object of dimension at least two, then the condition (b) holds. Otherwise
D is k-isomorphic to Vk(S) for the poset S (without involution) with elements X◦,
where X runs through all objects of D, and relations X◦ < Y ◦ (X /= Y ) in all cases
when D(X, Y ) /= 0 (then dimk D(X, Y ) = 1). From this it follows that one of the
conditions (1) and (2) holds.
Now we prove Lemma 14.
If the spectroidD has an object Y of dimension m at least 3, then in view of what
we said the condition (b) holds; if m = 2 and RadD(Y, Y ) = 0, then the condition (a)
holds. Thus we can suppose dimk X  2 and dimk D(X,X) = dimk X for each ob-
ject X ∈ D. Fix bases (X) and bases (X,X) of all vector spaces X andD(X,X),
respectively, as follows: X = uXk if dimk X = 1, and X = vXk ⊕ wXk,D(X,X) =
1Xk ⊕ ϕXk with vXϕX = wX,wXϕX = 0 if dimk X = 2. We will assume through-
out the proof that these bases remain unchanged. We say that an ordered pair (X, Y )
of objects ofD is monomial if there exists a basis(X, Y ) of the spaceD(X, Y ) such
that uλ is a basis or the zero element of (X) provided that u ∈ (X), λ ∈ (X, Y ).
(By the choice of (X,X) all the pairs (X,X) are monomial.) It is easy to see
that any pair (X, Y ) with (dimk X, dimk Y ) /= (2, 2) is monomial. Denote by T1 =
(B1,∼) and T2 = (B2,∼) the completed posets with B1 = 〈4〉, B2 = {1, 2, 3, 4|1 <
2 < 4, 1 < 3 < 4} and the same relations 1 ∼ 3, 2 ∼ 4, (1, 2) ∼ (3, 4) in both cases.
One can easily prove by exhaustion of all possibilities for bases of D(X, Y ) and
D(Y,X) that a full subspectroid C of D consisting of two distinct objects X and Y
with dimk X = 2, dimk Y = 2 either has no non-monomial pair of objects, or is k-
isomorphic to Vk(Ti) for some i = 1, 2. Thus, if the conditions (a)–(c) do not hold,
all pairs (X, Y ) of objects X, Y ∈ D are monomial. It remains to show that in this
case D∼=kVk(S) for some poset with involution S = (A, ∗). Fix, for any distinct
X and Y , the corresponding bases (X, Y ) of spaces D(X, Y ) (see the definition of
a monomial pair). Define the poset with involution S(D) = (A, ∗) as follows. The
poset A consists of the basis elements from (X), where X runs through all objects
of D; elements u and v are involutory to each other iff they belong to the same
space X and either u = v, dimk X = 1 or u /= v, dimk X = 2. Further, for distinct
elements u ∈ (X) and v ∈ (Y ), u < v if and only if uλ = v for some λ ∈ (X, Y ).
Obviously, the poset with involution S = S(D) is the desired one.
Lemmas 13 and 14 are proved.
From Lemmas 13, 14, 8 (with Corollary 9) and Theorem 2 (or the proof of its
necessity in case 2) it follows that it is enough to consider the situation when M =
modS k and N = modT k, where S is the poset 〈1〉∐〈1〉 or a poset with equiva-
lence relation 〈m〉∼ with m > 1, and T is 〈m〉∼ with m > 2 or the completed poset
(〈4〉,∼) with 1 ∼ 3, 2 ∼ 4, (1, 2) ∼ (3, 4). By Corollary 11 (for s = 3 in the first
statement and s = 2 in the second one), 〈m〉∼ can be considered only for m = 2
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as S and only for m = 3 as T (because the category Nn defined in the corollary is
k-equivalent to the category mod〈n〉∼ k). As in the first step, put P = 〈1〉∐〈1〉 and
Q = 〈2〉∼; 〈3〉∼ and (〈4〉,∼) with 1 ∼ 3, 2 ∼ 4, (1, 2) ∼ (3, 4) are denoted by T8
and T9, respectively.
Thus, to conclude the proof, it remains to consider the cases (P .8) S = P, T =
T8; (Q.8) S = Q,T = T8; (P .9) S = P, T = T9 and (Q.9) S = Q,T = T9.
The scheme of the proof is the same as that for posets with involution (see Step
1). We will use all the corresponding notations and conventions in our new situation;
instead of RK(modS k,modT k) we write RK(S, T ).
As a perfect element L = (V ,U, λ) ofRK(S, T ) one can take the following one:





1 0 0 x 0 0
0 1 1 y 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0




in cases P.9 and Q.9, V = K4, V1 = V2 = K2, U = K6, U1 = K2, U2 = K ,




1 0 0 0 x 1
0 1 0 1 y 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

 .
Prove that these objects are in fact perfect considering the system of linear (scalar)
equalities of the form [i, j ] (see Step 1).
In case P.8, µ(31) = 0 follows from [3,1]; µ(32) = 0 from [3,2]; µ(64) = 0 from
[6,1]; µ(65) = 0 from [6,2]; ν(12) = 0 from [3,6]; ν(13) = 0 from [4,3]; ν(14) = 0
from [4,4]; ν(23) = 0 from [5,3]; ν(24) = 0 from [5,4]; ν(21) = 0 from [6,5]; µ(21) =
0 from [2,1] and ν(21) = 0; µ(12) = 0 from [1,3], ν(13) = 0 and ν(21) = 0; µ(54) = 0
from [5,1] and ν(21) = 0; ν(11) = µ(11) from [1,1]; ν(22) = µ(22) from [2,2]; ν(11) =
µ(33) from [3,5]; ν(11) = µ(44) from [4,1]; ν(22) = µ(55) from [5,2]; ν(22) = µ(66)
from [6,6]; ν(11) = µ(22) from [2,3] ν(21) = 0 and ν(23) = 0. From this it follows that
µ and ν are upper triangular matrices whose diagonal entries are all the same; conse-
quently, for L = (V ,U, λ), the functor H(L) preserves indecomposability. Further,
[1,4], µ(12) = 0 and ν(14) = 0 imply αν(22) = µ(11)α′; [2,4], ν(12) = 0 and ν(24) = 0
imply βν(22) = µ(22)β ′, and soH(L) preserves isomorphism classes. Thus the object
L is perfect.
In case Q.8, µ(31) = 0 follows from [6,1]; µ(32) = 0 from [6,2]; ν(13) = 0 from
[4,3]; ν(14) = 0 from [4,4]; ν(24) = 0 from [5,4]; ν(21) = 0from [6,5]; µ(21) = 0 from
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[5,1] and ν(21) = 0; µ(12) = 0 from [1,3], ν(13) = 0 and ν(21) = 0; ν(12) = 0 from
[4,2] and µ(12) = 0; ν(11) = µ(11) from [4,1]; ν(22) = µ(22) from [5,2]; ν(22) = µ(33)
from [6,6]; ν(11) = µ(33) from [3,5]. From this it follows that µ and ν
are upper triangular matrices whose diagonal entries are all the same; consequently,
for L = (V ,U, λ), the functor H(L) preserves indecomposability. Further, [1,4],
µ(12) = 0 and ν(14) = 0 imply αν(22) = µ(11)α′; [2,4], ν(12) = 0 and µ(24) = 0
imply βν(22) = µ(22)β ′, and so H(L) preserves isomorphism classes. Thus the
object L is perfect.
In case P.9, ν(13) = 0 follows from [3,3]; ν(14) = 0 from [3,4]; ν(15) = 0 from
[3,5]; ν(16) = 0 from [3,6]; ν(23) = 0 from [4,3]; ν(24) = 0 from [4,4]; ν(25) = 0 from
[4,5]; ν(26) = 0 from [4,6]; µ(21) = 0 from [2,6], ν(13) = 0, ν(23) = 0 and ν(26) = 0;
ν(21) = 0 from [2,1] and µ(21) = 0; µ(43) = 0 from [4,1] and ν(21) = 0; µ(12) = 0
from [1,4], ν(14) = 0 and ν(21) = 0; ν(12) = 0 from [2,2] andµ(12) = 0. ν(11) = µ(11)
from [1,1]; ν(22) = µ(22) from [2,2]; ν(11) = µ(33) from [3,1]; ν(22) = µ(44) from
[4,2]; ν(33) = µ(11) from [1,6], ν(16) = 0 and ν(23) = 0; ν(11) = µ(22) from [2,4],
ν(21) = 0 and ν(24) = 0. From this it follows that µ and ν are upper triangular ma-
trices whose diagonal entries are all the same; consequently, for L = (V ,U, λ), the
functor H(L) preserves indecomposability. Further, [1,5], µ(12) = 0 and ν(15) = 0
imply αν(22) = µ(11)α′; [2,5], ν(12) = 0 and ν(25) = 0 imply βν(22) = µ(22)β ′, and
so H(L) preserves isomorphism classes. Thus the object L is perfect.
In case Q.9, ν(13) = 0 follows from [3,3]; ν(14) = 0 from [3,4]; ν(15) = 0 from
[3,5]; ν(16) = 0 from [3,6]; ν(23) = 0 from [4,3]; ν(24) = 0 from [4,4]; ν(25) = 0 from
[4,5]; ν(26) = 0 from [4,6]; µ(21) = 0 from [2,6], ν(13) = 0, ν(23) = 0 and ν(26) =
0; ν(21) = 0 from [4,1] and µ(21) = 0; µ(12) = 0 from [1,4], ν(14) = 0 and ν(21) =
0; ν(12) = 0 from [3,2] and µ(12) = 0; ν(11) = µ(11) from [3,1]; ν(22) = µ(22) from
[4,2]; ν(11) = µ(22) from [2,4], ν(21) = 0 and ν(24) = 0; ν(33) = µ(11) from [1,6],
ν(16) = 0 and ν(23) = 0. From this it follows that µ and ν are upper triangular ma-
trices whose diagonal entries are all the same; consequently, for L = (V ,U, λ), the
functor H(L) preserves indecomposability. Further, [1,5], µ(12) = 0 and ν(15) = 0
imply αν(22) = µ(11)α′; [2,5], ν(12) = 0 and ν(25) = 0 imply βν(22) = µ(22)β ′, and
so H(L) preserves isomorphism classes. Thus the object L is perfect.
Theorem 6 is proved.
6. Proof of Theorem 2
6.1. Necessity
For the proofs that follow (not only in this section) we will use the following
simple lemma.
Lemma 15. Let S = (A, ∗) be a poset with involution and f (t) a polynomial (of
an arbitrary degree).
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(a) If A′ is a subset of A closed under the involution and, for S′ = (A′, ∗), the pair
(S′, f ) is wild (respectively, strictly wild), then so is (S, f ).
(b) If (S, f ) is wild (respectively, strictly wild) under a completion of the order
relation on A, then so is (S, f ) itself.
The lemma directly follows from the definition of wild and strictly wild pairs.
In this part of the section we prove that a pair (S, f ) is strictly wild if S = (A, ∗)
is not a ∗-semichain.
By Lemma 15 it suffices to show that (T , f ) is strictly wild for a poset with
involution T = (B, ∗) indicated in Lemma 12.
Consider the category OPER(T , f ) for K = k〈x, y, y−1〉 (instead of K2) and T
having the form (1)–(7). For an object (U, ϕ) with U = Km and Ui = Kmi (i ∈ B),
we identify the homomorphism ϕ with the block matrix (ϕij ), i, j ∈ B, ϕij being
an mi ×mj matrix with entries in K (ith horizontal and ith vertical bands of ϕ
correspond to the module Ui).
For a poset with involution of the form (1)–(7), consider the following object
M = (U, ϕ) of OPER(T , f ) (which is claimed to be an ideal object):




a 0 1 −1
a − b b 1 −1
−y y b − x a − b + x
−y y −x a + x

 ,




a −x 0 x
−1 a − 1 − y 1 y
a − b − 1 a − b − 1 − x − y b + 1 x + y
−1 a − b − 1 − y 1 b + y


(in this case one can assume that K = K2 = k〈x, y〉),




b 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0
a bx a + b 0 −ab
0 −y 0 b 0
1 x 1 0 0

 ,




a 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0
y 0 a 0 b − a
x 1 0 b 0
y 0 0 0 b

 ,
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a 0 0 0
0 a 0 0
0 1 b 0
x y 0 b

 ,




a 0 0 0
0 a 0 0
x 1 b 0
y 0 0 b

 ,




a 0 0 0
0 a + x b − a − x 0
0 x b − x 0
y 0 0 b

 .
We now will prove that these objects are ideal. For a block matrix γ with blocks
γij , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, a pq entry of γ will be denoted by γ(pq) (in order to distin-
guish between entries and blocks of the matrix).
With the notation at the end of Section 2 (see the definition of a wild category in
terms of matrices), we consider, in cases (1)–(7), the matrix equality ψδ − δψ ′ = 0,
where δ ∈ HomS,k(V , V ′), as the system of linear (scalar) equalities
(ψδ)(ij) − (δψ ′)(ij) = 0, [i, j ]
for entries of δ, where i and j run from 1 to the rank of K-module U . We will
show that (in each case) the matrix δ is scalar; from this it will obviously follow that
the object (U, ϕ) is ideal. Note that the equalities [i, j ] will be always considered
modulo those equalities δ(pq) = 0 and δ(pq) = δ(rs) that are induced by ones of the
form δij = 0 and δij = δlt prescribed in the definition of S-maps.
In case (1), δ(14) = 0 follows from [1,1]; δ(32) = 0 from [1,2] and δ(14) = 0;
δ(23) = 0 from [2,2] and δ(32) = 0. Then δ(11) = δ(22) = δ(33) = δ(44) follow from
[1,3], [1,4] and [2,3] (taking into account the above equalities δ(ij) = 0 for i /= j ).
Thus the matrix δ is scalar (keeping in mind that, by the definition of morphisms in
operk(S, f ), δ(ij) = 0 for i = 1, j = 2, 3, for i = 2, 3, j = 1, 4 and for i = 4, j =
1, 2, 3).
In case (2), δ(21) = 0 follows from [2,1] and [2,3]; δ(12) = 0 from [1,3] and δ(21) =
0; δ(11) = δ(22) from [2,1] and δ(21) = 0. Thus the matrix δ is scalar.
In case (3), δ(12) = 0 follows from [4,3]; δ(21) = 0 from [4,1] and δ(12) = 0;
δ(15) = 0 from [1,3]; δ(25) = 0 from [2,3]; δ(35) = 0 from [3,3]; δ(14) = 0 from
[1,2], δ(12) = 0 and δ(15) = 0; δ(24) = 0 from [2,2] and δ(25) = 0; δ(34) = 0 from
[5,4], δ(21) = 0, δ(14) = 0 and δ(24) = 0. Then δ(11) = δ(22) = δ(33) follow from [5,1]
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and [5,3] (taking into account the above equalities δ(ij) = 0 for i /= j ), and thus δ is
scalar.
In case (4), δ(12) = 0 follows from [3,2]; δ(21) = 0 from [5,2] and δ(12) = 0;
δ(13) = 0 from [5,3]; δ(14) = 0 from [5,4]; δ(15) = 0 from [5,5]; δ(23) = 0 from [4,3]
and δ(13) = 0; δ(24) = 0 from [4,4] and δ(14) = 0; δ(25) = 0 from [4,5] and δ(15) = 0.
Then δ(11) = δ(22) = δ(33) follow from [3,1], [5,1] and [4,2] (taking into account the
above equalities δ(ij) = 0 for i /= j ), and thus δ is scalar.
In case (5), δ(14) = 0 follows from [1,1]; δ(24) = 0 from [2,1]; δ(34) = 0 from
[3,1]; δ(13) = 0 from [1,2] and δ(14) = 0; δ(23) = 0 from [3,3]; δ(22) = δ(11) from
[3,2] and δ(34) = 0. Thus δ is scalar.
In case (6), δ(12) = 0 follows from [4,2]; δ(13) = 0 from [1,2]; δ(14) = 0 from
[4,4]; δ(23) = 0 from [2,2]; δ(24) = 0 from [3,4] and δ(14) = 0; δ(22) = δ(11) from
[3,2] and δ(12) = 0. Thus δ is scalar.
In case (7), δ(12) = 0 follows from [4,2]; δ(13) = 0 from [4,3]; δ(14) = 0 from
[4,4]; δ(24) = 0 from [2,1]; δ(34) = 0 from [3,1]; δ(11) = δ(33) from [3,2] and [3,3].
Thus δ is scalar.
We have proved that in each of the cases the matrix δ is scalar and the result
follows.
6.2. Sufficiency
For any poset with involution S = (A, ∗), we introduce the categoryk(S)whose
objects are the four-tuples (U, V, λ, ϕ), where U ∈ modS k, V ∈ mod k, λ ∈
Homk(U, V ) and ϕ ∈ Homk(V , V ). A morphism from (U, V, λ, ϕ) to (U ′, V ′, λ′,
ϕ′) is determined by linear maps µ ∈ HomS,k(U,U ′) and δ ∈ Homk(V , V ′) such
that λδ = µλ′ and ϕδ = δϕ′; morphisms are composed by coordinates. Byk(S, f ),
where f = f (t) is a polynomial, we denote the full subcategory of k(S) consisting
of all four-tuples (U, V, λ, ϕ) with ϕ satisfying f (ϕ) = 0. Further, by invk (S) we
denote the full subcategory of k(S) consisting of all four-tuples (U, V, λ, ϕ) with
λ being an isomorphism (in mod k). Lastly denote by invk (S, f ) the full subcategory
of k(S) with the set of objects Obk(S, f )∩ Obinvk (S).
Define the functor F from invk (S) to operk S as follows: F assigns to each ob-
ject (U, V, λ, ϕ) ∈ invk (S) the object (U, λϕλ−1) ∈ operk S and to each morphism
(µ, δ) of invk (S) the morphism µ of operk S.
Proposition 16. The functor F : invk (S) −→ operk S is an equivalence of catego-
ries; it induces an equivalence between categories invk (S, f ) and operk(S, f ).
Indeed, it is easy to see that the functor F is full and faithful; furthermore, it is
surjective on objects. So F is an equivalence of categories. The second part of the
proposition is obvious.
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Thus, in order to prove the sufficiency of Theorem 2, it is enough to show that the
category invk (S, f ) is tame for a ∗-semichain S = (A, ∗) and a polynomial f (t) =
(t − a)(t − b).
Let S = (A, ∗) be a ∗-semichain. Consider the full and dence subcategory 0 of
invk (S, f ) consisting of,
(a) in the case a /= b, all objects of the form (U, V1 ⊕ V2, λ, ϕ) with ϕ11 = ae,
ϕ22 = be, ϕ12 = 0 and ϕ21 = 0;
(b) in the case a = b, all objects of the form (U, V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ V3, λ, ϕ) with V3 = V1,
ϕ11 = ae, ϕ22 = ae, ϕ33 = ae, ϕ13 = e and ϕij = 0 in the remaining cases.
(By e we denote the identity maps between corresponding spaces; ϕij denotes the
linear map of Vi into Vj induced by ϕ.)
Denote by T1 = (B1, ∗1) and T1 = (B2, ∗2) the following ∗-semichains: B1 con-
sists of two incomparable points 1 and 2 with trivial involution, and B2 consists of
three points 1, 2 and 3 with 1 < 2 < 3, 1∗ = 3, 2∗ = 2. If (µ, δ) : (U, V, λ, ϕ) to
(U ′, V ′, λ′, ϕ′) is a morphism of 0 then one can easily check that for the map δ,
which identified with the corresponding 2 × 2 (respectively 3 × 3) matrix (δij ), we
have δ12 = 0 and δ21 = 0 in case (a), and δ11 = δ33, δ13 = 1V1 , δ12 = 0, δ21 = 0,
δ23 = 0, δ31 = 0 and δ32 = 0 in case (b). Therefore, the category 0 is isomorphic
to the category repinvk (S, T1) in case (a) and to the category repinvk (S, T2) in case (b)
(in both cases, the corresponding functor sends (U, V, λ, ϕ) to (U, V, λ) and (µ, δ)
to (µ, δ)). According to what has been said in Section 4.2, the subcategory 0 of
invk (S, f ) is tame. Then so is 
inv
k (S, f ), as claimed.
Note that the connection between the categories invk (S, f ) and repinvk (S, Ti) is
also true for any poset with involution S = (A, ∗).
7. Proof of Theorem 3
7.1. A reduction to the case of chains with trivial involution
We start with the following theorem that reduces the proof of Theorem 3 to the
case of a chain with trivial involution.
Theorem 17. If S = (A, ∗) is not a chain with trivial involution and deg f (t) > 2,
then the pair (S, f ) is strictly wild.
Proof. By Lemma 15 it suffices to consider the following two cases:
(a) f (t) = (t − a)(t − b)(t − c) and A = {1, 2}, 1∗ = 1, 2∗ = 2.
(b) f (t) = (t − a)(t − b)(t − c) and A = {1, 2|1 < 2}, 1∗ = 2.
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The outline of the proof is the same as that of the necessity of Theorem 2.
Consider the category OPER(T , f ) for K = k〈x, y, x−1, y−1〉 (instead of K2),
where T = (A, ∗) and f (t) are of the form (a) or (b). As an ideal object (U, ϕ) of
OPER(T , f ) one can take the following one:
in case (a), U = K3, U1 = K,U2 = K2 and
ϕ =

a + x b − a − x c − a + y − x0 b y
x −x c − x

 ,




a 0 0 0
0 a 0 0
x 1 b 0
y 0 1 c


(in this case one can put K = k〈x, y, y−1〉).
To prove that the objects (U, ϕ) are ideal, we consider the matrix equality ψδ −
δψ ′ = 0 as the system of linear (scalar) equalities [i, j ] (i and j run from 1 to the
rank of K-module U ) for entries of δ; see the proof of the necessity of Theorem 2.
In case (a), δ(23) = 0 follows from [2,1]; δ(32) = 0 from [2,2] and δ(23) = 0. Then
δ(11) = δ(22) = δ(33) from [3,1], [3,2] and [3,3] (taking into account the above equal-
ities δ(ij) = 0 for i /= j ), and thus δ is scalar.
In case (b), δ(13) = 0 follows from [1,2]; δ(23) = 0 from [2,2]; δ(14) = 0 from [1,1]
and δ(13) = 0; δ(24) = 0 from [2,1] and δ(23) = 0; δ(12) = 0 from [4,4] and δ(14) = 0;
δ(21) = 0 from [4,2] and δ(12) = 0; δ(11) = δ(22) from [3,2] and δ(12) = 0. Thus δ is
scalar.
We have proved that in each of the cases the matrix δ is scalar and the result
follows. 
Up to the end of this section we suppose that S = (A, ∗) is a chain with trivial
involution which is identified with the chain A itself. Then it is easy to see that
Theorem 3 is equivalent to the following one.
Theorem 18. LetA be a chain (without involution) and f (t) a polynomial of degree
greater than 2. If (A, f ) is a pair of infinite type, then it is tame if and only if (up to
numbering of the roots of the polynomial) one of the following conditions holds:
(1) f (t) = (t − a)(t − b)(t − c) with c /= b, and |A| = 3;
(2) f (t) = (t − a)(t − b)(t − c)(t − d) with b /= a, d /= c, and |A| = 2.
Otherwise, the pair (A, f ) is wild. Moreover, (A, f ) is strictly wild if (A, g) is
wild for any polynomial g of the same degree as f .
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7.2. Proof of Theorem 18: necessity
In this part of the section we prove that a pair (A, f ) of infinite type, A being a
chain and f (t) a polynomial of degree greater than 2, is wild if the conditions (1)
and (2) of Theorem 18 do not hold. From the proof easily follows the last part of the
theorem.
It is easy to see (in view of Theorem 1 and Lemma 15) that one can restrict
ourselves to the following special cases, where 〈m〉 denotes the chain {1 < 2 < · · · <
m}:
(a) f (t) = (t − a)(t − b)(t − c), a /= c, and A = 〈4〉;
(b) f (t) = (t − a)(t − b)(t − c)(t − d), a /= c, d , and A = 〈3〉;
(c) f (t) = (t − a)(t − b)(t − c)(t − d)(t − e), a /= c, d, e, and A = 〈2〉;
(d) f (t) = (t − a)3 and A = 〈3〉;
(e) f (t) = (t − a)3(t − b), a /= b, and A = 〈2〉;
(f) f (t) = (t − a)4 and A = 〈2〉.
Note that the inequalities for roots of f (t) do not guarantee that our cases are
minimal and independent, up to pass from a pair (A, f ) to a pair (B, g) with A ⊆ B
and g|f (for example, (b) for b = c = d follows from (e)). We chose our cases in
such a way that the proof will be most natural and simple.
The main idea of the proof is the same as that of the necessity of Theorem 2; here
K = K2.
As a perfect object (U, ϕ) of the category OPER(T , f ) one can take (in the above
cases) the following one:




a 0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0 0
1 0 b 0 0 0
0 1 0 b 0 0
0 x 1 0 c 0








a 0 0 0
1 b 0 0
x 1 c 0
y 0 1 d

 ,
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a 0 0 0 0
1 b 0 0 0
0 1 c 0 0
x 0 1 d 0
y 0 0 1 e

 ,




a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 x 0 0 a 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 a 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0
0 y 1 0 0 1 0 a 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 a 0








a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 x 0 1 1 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
0 y 1 0 1 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 a − b 0 0 b 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 a 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 b 0








a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 a 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 a 0 0 0
0 0 0 x y 0 0 a 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 a 1
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To prove that the objects (U, ϕ) are perfect, we consider the matrix equality ψδ −
δψ ′ = 0 as the system of linear (scalar) equalities [i, j ] (i and j run from 1 to the
rank of K2-module U ) for entries of δ (see the proof of the necessity of Theorem 2).
In case (a), δ(15) = 0 follows from [1,5]; δ(16) = 0 from [1,6]; δ(25) = 0 from
[2,5]; δ(26) = 0 from [2,6]; δ(14) = 0 from [1,2], δ(15) = 0 and δ(16) = 0; δ(13) = 0
from [1,1] and δ(16) = 0; δ(24) = 0 from [2,2], δ(25) = 0 and δ(26) = 0; δ(23) = 0
from [2,1] and δ(26) = 0; δ(35) = 0 from [3,3] and δ(13) = 0; δ(36) = 0 from [3,4]
and δ(14) = 0; δ(45) = 0 from [4,3] and δ(23) = 0; δ(46) = 0 from [4,4] and δ(24) = 0;
δ(56) = 0 from [5,1]; δ(34) = 0 from [5,4], δ(24) = 0 and δ(56) = 0; δ(43) = 0 from
[4,1] and δ(46) = 0; δ(65) = 0 from [6,3], δ(13) = 0, δ(23) = 0 and δ(43) = 0; δ(12) = 0
from [3,2], δ(34) = 0, δ(35) = 0 and δ(36) = 0. Then δ(11) = δ(22) = δ(33) = δ(44) =
δ(55) = δ(66) follow from [3,1], [4,2], [5,3], [6,1] and [6,4] (taking into account the
above equalities δ(ij) = 0 for i /= j ). Thus δ is scalar, and therefore (A, f ) is strictly
wild.
In case (b), δ(14) = 0 follows from [1,4]; δ(13) = 0 from [1,3] and δ(14) = 0;
δ(12) = 0 from [1,1], δ(13) = 0 and δ(14) = 0; δ(23) = 0 from [2,2] and δ(12) = 0;
δ(24) = 0 from [2,3], δ(13) = 0 and δ(23) = 0; δ(34) = 0 from [3,3], δ(13) = 0 and
δ(23) = 0; δ(43) = 0 from [4,2] and δ(12) = 0. Then δ(11) = δ(22) = δ(33) = δ(44) fol-
low from [2,1], [3,2] and [4,3] (taking into account the above equalities δ(ij) = 0 for
i /= j ). Thus δ is scalar, and therefore (A, f ) is strictly wild.
In case (c), δ(15) = 0 from [1,5]; δ(14) = 0 from [1,4] and δ(15) = 0; δ(13) =
0 from [1,3] and δ(14) = 0; δ(12) = 0 from [1,1], δ(14) = 0 and δ(15) = 0; δ(23) = 0
from [2,2] and δ(12) = 0; δ(24) = 0 from [2,3], δ(13) = 0 and δ(23) = 0; δ(25) =
0 from [2,4], δ(14) = 0 and δ(24) = 0; δ(34) = 0 from [3,3] and δ(23) = 0; δ(35) = 0
from [3,4], δ(24) = 0 and δ(34) = 0; δ(21) = 0 from [3,1], δ(34) = 0 and δ(35) = 0;
δ(43) = 0 from [4,2] and δ(12) = 0; δ(45) = 0 from [4,4], δ(14) = 0 and δ(34) =
0; δ(53) = 0 from [5,2] and δ(12) = 0; δ(54) = 0 from [5,3], δ(13) = 0, δ(43) = 0 and
δ(53) = 0. Then δ(11) = δ(22) = δ(33) = δ(44) = δ(55) follow from [2,1], [3,2], [4,3] and
[5,4] (taking into account the above equalities δ(ij) = 0 for i /= j ). Thus δ is scalar,
and therefore (A, f ) is strictly wild.
In case (d), we will first show that δ is an upper triangular matrix with the diagonal
entries being equal (but not a scalar matrix); from this it will obviously follow that
for M = (U, ϕ) the functor H(M) preserves indecomposability.
Show that δ is an upper triangular matrix:
δ(21) = 0 follows from [1,1]; δ(31) = 0 from [8,1] and δ(21) = 0; δ(41) = 0 from
[2,1]; δ(29) = 0 from [1,9]; δ(69) = 0 from [5,9] and δ(29) = 0; δ(39) = 0 from [8,9],
δ(29) = 0 and δ(69) = 0; δ(36) = 0 from [3,7]; δ(32) = 0 from [3,4], δ(36) = 0 and
δ(39) = 0; δ(46) = 0 from [4,7]; δ(98) = 0 from [9,6] and δ(46) = 0; δ(42) = 0 from
[9,2] and δ(98) = 0; δ(28) = 0 from [1,8]; δ(43) = 0 from [2,3] and δ(28) = 0; δ(25) =
0 from [1,5]; δ(65) = 0 from [5,5] and δ(25) = 0; δ(45) = 0 from [2,5]; δ(75) = 0 from
[6,5] and δ(45) = 0; δ(76) = 0 from [7,7]; δ(10,8) = 0 from [3,8]; δ(10,9) = 0 from
[3,9].
Thus δ is an upper triangular matrix.
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Before proving that all diagonal entries of δ are equal we establish a number of
subsidiary equalities:
[9,10] implies δ(4,10) = 0; [2,10] and δ(4,10) = 0 imply δ(23) = 0; [5,3] and δ(23) =
0 imply δ(58) = 0; [1,3] and δ(23) = 0 imply δ(18) = 0; [9,7] implies δ(47) = 0; [2,7]
and δ(47) = 0 imply δ(26) = 0; [1,6], δ(18) = 0 and δ(26) = 0 imply δ(15) = 0.
Now we have:
δ(11) = δ(22) follows from [1,2], δ(15) = 0 and δ(18) = 0; δ(22) = δ(44) from [2,4],
δ(26) = 0 and δ(29) = 0; δ(44) = δ(99) from [9,4]; δ(44) = δ(66) from [6,4] and δ(69) =
0; δ(55) = δ(66) from [5,6], δ(26) = 0 and δ(58) = 0; δ(66) = δ(77) from [6,7] and
δ(47) = 0; δ(66) = δ(88) from [8,6], δ(26) = 0 and δ(36) = 0; δ(33) = δ(88) from [8,3]
and δ(23) = 0; δ(33) = δ(10,10) from [3,10].
Thus δ is an upper triangular matrix all of whose diagonal entries are equal, as
claimed.
Further, [5,2], δ(58) = 0 and δ(22) = δ(55) imply αδ(22) = δ(22)α′; [8,2], δ(32) =
0 and δ(22) = δ(88) imply βδ(22) = δ(22)β ′. Therefore, the functor H(M) preserves
isomorphism classes.
Thus the functor H(M) preserves indecomposability and isomorphism classes,
i.e. the object M is perfect.
Cases (e) and (f) are considered similar to the preceding one.
In case (e) we first show that δ is an upper triangular matrix:
δ(21) = 0 follows from [1,1]; δ(61) = 0 from [2,1]; δ(71) = 0 from [5,1]; δ(51) = 0
from [10,1] and δ(71) = 0; δ(31) = 0 from [9,1], δ(21) = 0 and δ(51) = 0; δ(73) = 0 from
[7,13]; δ(13,8) = 0 from [13,4]; δ(13,9) = 0 from [13,3]; δ(13,10) = 0 from [13,10];
δ(13,12) = 0 from [13,12]; δ(13,11) = 0 from [13,6] and δ(13,12) = 0; δ(3,12) = 0 from
[3,12] and δ(13,12) = 0; δ(2,11) = 0 from [1,11]; δ(4,11) = 0 from [4,11]; δ(5,11)
= 0 from [8,11], δ(2,11) = 0 and δ(4,11) = 0; δ(3,11) = 0 from [9,11], δ(2,11) = 0 and
δ(5,11) = 0; δ(32) = 0 from [3,6], δ(3,11) = 0 and δ(3,12) = 0; δ(41) = 0 from [4,1];
δ(48) = 0 from [4,8]; δ(49) = 0 from [4,9]; δ(42) = 0 from [4,2], δ(41) = 0, δ(48) = 0
and δ(49) = 0; δ(43) = 0 from [4,3] and δ(49) = 0; δ(29) = 0 from [1,9]; δ(59) = 0
from [8,9], δ(29) = 0 and δ(49) = 0; δ(79) = 0 from [5,9]; δ(10,9) = 0 from [10,9],
δ(59) = 0 and δ(79) = 0; δ(53) = 0 from [10,3], δ(73) = 0 and δ(10,9) = 0; δ(28) =
0 from [1,8]; δ(58) = 0 from [8,8], δ(28) = 0 and δ(48) = 0; δ(78) = 0 from [5,8];
δ(10,8) = 0 from [10,8], δ(58) = 0 and δ(78) = 0; δ(6,11) = 0 from [2,11]; δ(6,12) = 0
from [6,12]; δ(62) = 0 from [6,6], δ(6,11) = 0 and δ(6,12) = 0; δ(7,11) = 0 from [5,11];
δ(12,11) = 0 from [12,11], δ(6,11) = 0 and δ(7,11) = 0; δ(68) = 0 from [2,8]; δ(12,8) =
0 from [12,8], δ(6,8) = 0 and δ(7,8) = 0; δ(64) = 0 from [6,4] and δ(68) = 0; δ(74) = 0
from [12,4], δ(64) = 0 and δ(12,8) = 0; δ(54) = 0 from [5,4], δ(58) = 0 and δ(74) =
0; δ(38) = 0 from [9,8], δ(28) = 0 and δ(58) = 0; δ(34) = 0 from [3,4] and δ(38) =
0; δ(24) = 0 from [2,4], δ(28) = 0 and δ(64) = 0; δ(98) = 0 from [9,4], δ(24) = 0,
δ(34) = 0 and δ(54) = 0; δ(6,10) = 0 from [6,10]; δ(65) = 0 from [6,7], δ(6,10) = 0 and
δ(6,12) = 0; δ(63) = 0 from [6,13]; δ(11,9) = 0 from [11,3] and δ(63) = 0; δ(11,10) =
0 from [11,10] and δ(6,10) = 0; δ(11,8) = 0 from [11,5], δ(65) = 0, δ(11,9) = 0 and
δ(11,10) = 0; δ(7,10) = 0 from [7,10]; δ(7,12) = 0 from [7,12]; δ(75) = 0 from [7,7],
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δ(7,10) = 0 and δ(7,12) = 0; δ(72) = 0 from [7,6], δ(7,11) = 0 and δ(7,12) = 0; δ(52) =
0 from [10,2], δ(72) = 0, δ(10,8) = 0 and δ(10,9) = 0; δ(5,12) = 0 from [10,12] and
δ(7,12) = 0; δ(76) = 0 from [5,6], δ(52) = 0, δ(5,11) = 0 and δ(5,12) = 0; δ(69) = 0
from [2,9]; δ(12,9) = 0 from [12,9], δ(69) = 0 and δ(79) = 0; δ(12,10) = 0 from [12,5],
δ(65) = 0, δ(75) = 0, δ(12,8) = 0 and δ(12,9) = 0.
Thus δ is an upper triangular matrix.
We establish now a number of subsidiary equalities:
[11,13] implies δ(6,13) = 0; [2,13] and δ(6,13) = 0 imply δ(23) = 0; [8,3], δ(23) =
0, δ(43) = 0 and δ(53) = 0 imply δ(89) = 0; [11,12] and δ(6,12) = 0 imply δ(11,12) = 0;
[2,12] and δ(6,12) = 0 imply δ(2,12) = 0; [11,7], δ(11,10) = 0 and δ(11,12) = 0
imply δ(67) = 0; [2,10] and δ(6,10) = 0 imply δ(2,10) = 0; [2,7], δ(2,10) = 0, δ(2,12) =
0 and δ(67) = 0 imply δ(25) = 0; [1,10] and δ(2,10) = 0 imply δ(1,10) = 0; [1,3] and
δ(23) = 0 imply δ(19) = 0; [1,5], δ(19) = 0, δ(1,10) = 0 and δ(25) = 0 imply δ(18) = 0;
[3,10] and δ(13,10) = 0 imply δ(3,10) = 0; [3,7], δ(3,10) = 0 and δ(3,12) = 0 imply
δ(35) = 0; [10,10] and δ(7,10) = 0 imply δ(5,10) = 0; [9,10], δ(2,10) = 0, δ(3,10) = 0
and δ(5,10) = 0 imply δ(9,10) = 0; [4,5], [8,10], δ(2,10) = 0, δ(5,10) = 0, δ(48) = 0 and
δ(49) = 0 imply δ(45) = δ(8,10).
Show that all diagonal entries of δ are equal:
δ(11) = δ(22) follows from [1,2], δ(18) = 0 and δ(19) = 0; δ(22) = δ(66) from [2,6],
δ(2,11) = 0 and δ(2,12) = 0; δ(33) = δ(13,13) from [3,13]; δ(55) = δ(77) from [5,7],
δ(5,10) = 0 and δ(5,12) = 0; δ(44) = δ(88) from [8,4], δ(24) = 0 and δ(54) = 0; δ(55) =
δ(88) from [8,5], δ(25) = 0, δ(89) = 0 and δ(45) = δ(8,10); δ(33) = δ(99) from [9,3],
δ(23) = 0 and δ(53) = 0; δ(55) = δ(99) from [9,5], δ(25) = 0, δ(35) = 0, δ(98) = 0 and
δ(9,10) = 0; δ(55) = δ(10,10) from [10,5], δ(75) = 0, δ(10,8) = 0 and δ(10,9) = 0; δ(66) =
δ(11,11) from [11,6] and δ(11,12) = 0; δ(66) = δ(12,12) from [12,6], δ(76) = 0 and
δ(12,11) = 0; δ(77) = δ(12,12) from [12,7], δ(67) = 0 and δ(12,10) = 0.
Thus δ is an upper triangular matrix all of whose diagonal entries are equal.
Further, [8,2], δ(42) = 0, δ(52) = 0, δ(89) = 0 and δ(22) = δ(88) imply αδ(22) =
δ(22)α
′; [9,2], δ(32) = 0, δ(52) = 0 and δ(22) = δ(99) imply βδ(22) = δ(22)β ′.
In case (f) we first show that δ is an upper triangular matrix:
δ(21) = 0 follows from [1,1]; δ(31) = 0 from [7,1]; δ(32) = 0 from [7,2]; δ(41) =
0 from [2,1]; δ(42) = 0 from [2,2] and δ(21) = 0; δ(27) = 0 from [1,7]; δ(43) = 0
from [2,3] and δ(27) = 0; δ(51) = 0 from [3,1]; δ(52) = 0 from [3,2] and δ(31) = 0;
δ(37) = 0 from [7,7]; δ(53) = 0 from [3,3] and δ(37) = 0; δ(38) = 0 from [7,8]; δ(54) =
0 from [3,4], δ(32) = 0 and δ(38) = 0; δ(61) = 0 from [5,1]; δ(62) = 0 from [5,2]
and δ(51) = 0; δ(57) = 0 from [3,7]; δ(63) = 0 from [5,3] and δ(57) = 0; δ(58) = 0
from [3,8]; δ(69) = 0 from [5,9] and δ(58) = 0; δ(64) = 0 from [6,10] and δ(69) = 0;
δ(65) = 0 from [6,6] and δ(69) = 0; δ(87) = 0 from [8,3], δ(43) = 0 and δ(53) = 0;
δ(47) = 0 from [2,7]; δ(97) = 0 from [8,7], δ(47) = 0 and δ(57) = 0; δ(48) = 0 from
[2,8]; δ(98) = 0 from [8,8], δ(48) = 0 and δ(58) = 0; δ(10,7) = 0 from [4,7]; δ(10,8) = 0
from [4,8]; δ(10,9) = 0 from [4,9] and δ(48) = 0.
Thus δ is an upper triangular matrix.
We establish now a number of subsidiary equalities:
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[1,8] implies δ(28) = 0; [2,9] and δ(28) = 0 imply δ(49) = 0; [3,9] and δ(38) = 0
imply δ(59) = 0; [5,10], δ(54) = 0 and δ(59) = 0 imply δ(6,10) = 0; [4,6] and δ(49) = 0
imply δ(45) = 0.
Show that all diagonal entries of δ are equal:
δ(11) = δ(22) follows from [1,2]; δ(22) = δ(44) from [2,4] and δ(28) = 0; δ(33) =
δ(55) from [3,5] and δ(38) = 0; δ(55) = δ(66) from [5,6] and δ(59) = 0; δ(33) = δ(77)
from [7,3]; δ(44) = δ(10,10) from [4, 10] and δ(49) = 0; δ(66) = δ(99) from [9,6];
δ(88) = δ(99) from [8,9], δ(49) = 0 and δ(59) = 0; δ(99) = δ(10,10) from [9, 10] and
δ(6,10) = 0.
Thus δ is an upper triangular matrix all of whose diagonal entries are equal.
Further, [8,4], δ(54) = 0 and δ(44) = δ(88) imply αδ(88) = δ(88)α′; [8,5], δ(45) = 0
and δ(55) = δ(88) imply βδ(88) = δ(88)β ′.
All the cases are considered, and the proof is completed.
From our proof it follows that (S, f ) is strictly wild if (S, g) is wild for any
polynomial g of the same degree as f .
7.3. Proof of Theorem 18: sufficiency
The sufficiency part of the theorem can be proved analogously to that of Theorem
2 by using instead of Proposition 16 a more general statement, which extends (in a
trivial way) the main result of [43, Section 4] to the case of a Krull–Schmidt sub-
category of mod k (instead of the category modS k for a poset with involution S). In
this way, however, there arise classification problems with essential non-singularity
conditions, and though they are solved (see [26,27,44]), the proof is too complicated.
Here we give a more simple proof of the sufficiency part analogous to that of the
theorem on classifying the pairs (S, f ) of finite type [15]; see, in this connection,
Theorem 1 of Section 3 (the necessity parts of Theorems 2 and 3 could be also proved
by reducing to the classification problem of Section 5, with some non-singularity
condition, but our proofs of these theorems in Sections 6 and 7 are also considerably
more natural and simple).
We first introduce some definitions and notations, and present the results of [15]
on the connection between objects of operk(〈m〉, f ) and representations of posets
with involution.
For an additive category  and a set X of indecomposable (in our cases, non-
isomorphic) objects of ,  \X will denote the full subcategory of  consisting of
all objects that have no, up to isomorphism, objects from X as direct summands.
For a functor F : → , by F() we will denote the subcategory with objects
F(Y ) and morphisms F(λ), where Y and λ run, respectively, over all objects and
morphisms of .
Recall that 〈m〉 denotes the chain {1 < 2 < · · · < m}. We will write operk〈m〉 in-
stead of operk(〈m〉). To distinguish between elements of a poset 〈m〉
∐〈n〉, we iden-
tify i ∈ 〈m〉 with the symbol i(1), and j ∈ 〈n〉 with the symbol j(2) (i = 1, . . . , m;
j = 1, . . . , n).
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We denote by k(m) (m  0) the category whose objects are the six-tuples (V ,
U,W, ϕ, λ, η), where V,U ∈ mod k, W ∈ mod〈m〉 k and ϕ ∈ Homk(U,U), λ ∈
Homk(V ,U), η ∈ Homk(V ,W) (k(0) consists only of the zero six-tuple). A mor-
phism from (V ,U,W, ϕ, λ, η) to (V ′, U ′,W ′, ϕ′, λ′, η′), is determined by linear
maps µ ∈ Homk(V , V ′), δ ∈ Homk(U,U ′) and ν ∈ Hom〈m〉,k(W,W ′) such that
ϕδ = δϕ′, λδ = µλ′ and ην = µη′; morphisms are composed by coordinates. For
a polynomial f = f (t), by k(m, f ) we denote the full subcategory of k(m) con-
sisting of all objects (V ,U,W, ϕ, λ, η) with a map ϕ such that f (ϕ) = 0.
Let Qm denote the poset 〈m〉∐〈1〉 and Dm be the functor from k(m) to repkQm
which assigns to an object (V ,U,W, ϕ, λ, η) ∈ k(m) the object (V ,W ⊕ U, η ⊕
λ) ∈ repkQm, where (W ⊕ U)x = Wx for each x ∈ 〈m〉 and (W ⊕ U)x = Ux for
the only point x = 1(2) of 〈1〉, and to a morphism (µ, δ, ν) ∈ k(m) the morphism
(µ, ν ⊕ δ) ∈ repkQm. We select all indecomposable objects X ∈ k(m) satisfying
the property that each indecomposable summand of Dm(X) is not faithful at the
point 1(2).
It is easy to see that such objects become exhausted, up to isomorphism, by the
following ones:
I0 = (k, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
Ii,0 = (0, 0,W, 0, 0, 0), where Wi = k and Wj = 0 for j /= i;
Ii,1 = (k, 0,W, 0, 0, 1), where Wi = k and Wj = 0 for j /= i (1  i  m).
The set of all these indecomposable objects of k(m) is denoted by Im.
We now define the functor Fn from operk〈n〉 to k(n− 2) (n  2) as follows. If
U =⊕ni=1 Ui and ϕ ∈ Homk(U,U) then Fn assigns to an object (U, ϕ) the object
(V ,U,W, ϕ, λ, η), where V =⊕ni=2 Ui , W =⊕n−2i=1 Ui+1 with Wi = Ui+1 (1 
i  n− 2) and (u2, . . . , un)λ = (0, u2, . . . , un), (u2, . . . , un)η = (u2, . . . , un−1)
for any u2 ∈ U2, . . . , un ∈ Un (U and ϕ as components of objects of k(n− 2)
must be obviously regarded as being, respectively, objects and morphisms of mod k).
Further, if δ : (U, ϕ)→ (U ′, ϕ′) is a morphism of operk〈n〉 then Fn(δ) = (µ, δ, ν),
where µ :⊕ni=2 Ui →⊕ni=2 U ′i and ν :⊕n−2i=1 Wi →⊕n−2i=1 W ′i (Wi = Ui+1,W ′i =




i=1 U ′i .
We have the next statement (see [15, Lemma 5]).
Proposition 19. The functor Fn defines an equivalence between the categories
operk〈n〉 and k(n− 2) \In−2; it induces an equivalence between operk(〈n〉, f )
and k(n− 2, f ) \In−2.
We now determine a connection between categories k(m, f ) and representations
of posets with involution.
Let f (t) be a polynomial that has no roots of multiplicity greater than 2: f (t) =
(t − t1)p1 · · · (t − tr )pr , t1, . . . , tr being mutually distinct and 0 < p1, . . . , pr  2.
Denote by Pf the poset 〈2p1 − 1〉∐ · · ·∐〈2pr − 1〉, where (by the above
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notation) 〈2pi − 1〉 =
{
1(i) < · · · < (2pi − 1)(i)
}
, i = 1, . . . , r . Define the involu-
tion  on Pf as follows: x = y for x /= y if and only if either x = 1(i) and y =
3(i), or vice versa (1  i  r , pi = 2). Put (Pm,f ,) = 〈m〉∐(Pf ,), m  0 (i ∈
〈m〉 will be written with the subscript (0)). By the above notation, the category of
representations of (Pm,f ,) is denoted by repk(Pm,f ,).
Proposition 20. For a polynomial f (t) without roots of multiplicity greater than 2,
the category k(m, f ) is equivalent to the category repk(Pm,f ,).
We give a brief outline of the proof (see Lemmas 6 and 7, with the proofs, in [15])
by focusing attention on the construction of an equivalence between our categories.
Let Ok denote the category operk〈1〉, i.e. the category which has as objects the
pairs (U, ϕ) with U ∈ mod k and ϕ ∈ Endk U , and as morphisms from (U, ϕ) to
(U ′, ϕ′) the maps δ ∈ Homk(U,U ′) such that ϕδ = δϕ′. For an integer number s > 0
and a ∈ k, denote by Ok(s, a) the set of objects from Ok of the form (U1 ⊕ · · · ⊕
Us, ϕ), where U1 = · · · = Us = U is a non-zero k-vector space and ϕ as the ma-
trix (ϕij ), i, j = 1, . . . , s, with entries in Homk(U,U) (ϕij : Ui → Uj are induced
by ϕ) is the s × s Jordan block with eigenvalue a (ϕ11 = · · · = ϕss = a1U , ϕ12 =
· · · = ϕs−1,s = 1U and ϕij = 0 in the remaining cases). An object (U, ϕ) ∈ Ok will
be called reduced if (U, ϕ) = (U1, ϕ1)⊕ · · · ⊕ (Un, ϕn) (n  0), where (Ui, ϕi) ∈
Ok(si , ai) for some si, ai (i = 1, . . . , n). The dence subcategory of Ok consisting
of all reduced objects and all morphisms between them is denoted by O◦k . We de-
note by ◦k(m, f ) the full and dence subcategory of k(m, f ) consisting of all
(V ,U,W, ϕ, λ, η) with (U, ϕ) ∈ O◦k .
To prove Proposition 20 it suffices to construct an equivalence Gm between the
categories ◦k(m, f ) and repk(Pm,f ,).
LetX = (V ,U,W, ϕ, λ, η) be an object of◦k(m, f ), where (U, ϕ) =
⊕n
j=1(Uj ,
ϕj ) with (Uj , ϕj ) ∈ Ok(sj , aj ) and Uj = (Uj0)sj , j = 1, . . . , n (1  sj  2, aj is
a root of f (t) and Uj0 is a k-vector space). For each l = 1, . . . , r , put I (s, l) ={
j |(Uj , ϕj ) ∈ Ok(s, tl), 1  j  n
}
, s = 1, 2, . . . The object Gm(X) of repk(Pm,f ,
) is defined as follows:Gm(X) = (V ,W ⊕ U, η ⊕ λ), where the space (W ⊕ U)x ,
x ∈ Pm,f , is equal
Wx, when x = 1(0), . . . , m(0);⊕
j∈I (s,l) Uj0, when x = 1(l) and p(l) = s (s = 1, 2);⊕
j∈I (1,l) Uj0, when x = 2(l);⊕
j∈I (2,l) Uj0, when x = 3(l);
0 in the remaining cases.
The functor Gm on morphisms is defined in a natural way: Gm assigns to a mor-
phism (µ, δ, ν) the morphism (µ, ν ⊕ δ).
Note that the map ν ⊕ δ between the (Pm,f ,)-graded spaces W ⊕ U and W ′ ⊕
U ′ is a (Pm,f ,)-map, because:
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(a) the full subcategory in ◦k(m, f ) consisting of all objects of the form (0, U, 0,
ϕ, 0, 0) is isomorphic to the full category of Ok with the set of objects Ob O◦k ∩
Ob Ok(f ), where Ok(f ) = Ok(〈1〉, f ).
(b) for s, l ∈ {1, 2}, a space of morphisms in O◦k between objects (U, ϕ) ∈ Ok(s, a)
and (V ,ψ) ∈ Ok(l, b) with U = Us0 and V = V l0 is zero for a /= b, and in the case
a = b consists of all matrices θ = (θij ), i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , l, with entries in
Homk(U0, V0), of the following form: θ11 = x for s = l = 1, θ11 = 0 and θ12 = x
for s = 1, l = 2, θ11 = x and θ21 = 0 for s = 2, l = 1, θ11 = θ22 = x, θ12 = y and
θ21 = 0 for s = l = 2.
It is easy to see that the functorGm is faithful, full and surjective on objects; hence
Gm is an equivalence of categories.
We can proceed now immediately to the proof of the sufficient part of Theorem
18.
By Propositions 19 and 20 the problem of classifying (up to isomorphism) the
objects of operk(A, f ) reduces, in cases (1) and (2), to the analogous problem for
the category repk(Â, ∗) of representations of the following poset with involution
Ŝ = (Â, ∗) (as above, we write out the conditions up to numbering of the roots of
the polynomial f (t)):
Â = 〈1〉∐〈1〉∐〈1〉∐〈1〉 if the roots are pairwise distinct;
Â = 〈1〉∐〈1〉∐〈3〉 in case (1) for a = b and in case (2) for a = c, b /= d;
Â = 〈3〉∐〈3〉 in case (2) for a = c, b = d;
in all the cases, different elements x and y of Â are involutory to each other if and
only if x is comparable to y, say x < y, and x is a minimal and y a maximal element
of Â.
In each of these cases the category repk(Â, ∗) is tame by the main theorem of [38],
or by the connection between representations of posets with involution (of the form
T1
∐
T2, T1 being a ∗1-semichain and T2 being a ∗2-semichain) and representations
of bundles of four semichains (see Section 4.2).
8. Proof of Theorem 4
We will say that a bundle of semichains S = (S, ∗) is of finite type, polyno-
mial growth, etc., if the category Bk(S) of representations of S is of finite type,
polynomial growth, etc. (see in this connection Section 4.2).
It follows from the results of Section 1 [4] that a separated bundle of two semi-
chains S = (S, ∗), with S = {A1, B1}, is of finite type if and only if A1 or B1 is a
chain each point of which is connected to itself by the involution ∗.
From the results of Section 1 [4] it also follows that a separated bundle of infinite
type S = (S, ∗), where S = {A1, B1}, is of polynomial growth if and only if the in-
volution ∗ is trivial and each of the semichains A1, B1 contain exactly one two-point
link; moreover, if these conditions hold, then S = (S, ∗) is a one-parameter bundle.
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Further, from the same results it follows that an arbitrary bundle of non-polynomial
growth (not necessarily separated and with two semichains) is of exponential one.
Lastly, from the results of [4, see Remark 1.2] follows that, for a separated bundle
of two semichains S = (S, ∗), the category Bk(S) is of polynomial growth (respec-
tively, finite type) if and only if so is its full subcategory Binvk (S) consisting of all
objects (U, V, λ) with λ being an isomorphism (in mod k).
From these facts and the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 2 (respectively, Theo-
rem 3), in view of the results presented in Section 4.2, it follows Theorem 4 for a
polynomial of degree 2 (respectively, greater than 2).
9. Proof of Theorem 5
From the definitions of tameness and wildness it follows, as for categories rep(M,
N) (see Section 5.2), that a category operk(M, f ) is wild if so is operk(M, f ) for
some radical extension M of M . Then, by Theorem 2 and Lemma 14, it suffices to
prove that (M, f ) is wild for a poset with equivalence relation 〈m〉∼, m > 2, and the
completed poset (〈4〉,∼), with 1 ∼ 3, 2 ∼ 4, (1, 2) ∼ (3, 4).
We first consider the case S = (A,∼) = 〈m〉∼, m > 2.
Lemma 21. Let f = f (t) be a polynomial of degree greater than 1 and s > 1 a
natural number. Then (〈s + 1〉∼, f ) is wild if so is (〈s〉∼, f ).
Indeed, if M = (U, ϕ) is a perfect object of the category OPER(〈s〉∼, f ) then (as
is easily verified) one can take as a perfect object of the category OPER(〈s + 1〉∼, f )







where a is a root of f (t) and e the identity operator on the (free) module Us+1.
By Lemma 21 it is enough to consider the case S = 〈3〉∼, and we now prove
that (〈3〉∼, f ) is wild, even strictly wild. Obviously, it suffices to consider the case
deg f (t) = 2. (Note that from the last lemma and Theorem 17 for S = (〈2〉∼, f ) it
immediately follows that the pair (〈3〉∼, f ) is wild when f (t) is a polynomial of
degree greater than 2.)
Let f (t) = (t − a)(t − b). Consider the following object (U, ϕ) of the category




a 0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 0 0 0
0 0 a 0 0 0
0 0 y b 0 0
0 x 0 0 b 0
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Prove that the objects (U, ϕ) are ideal. To do this, we consider the matrix equality
ψδ − δψ ′ = 0 as the system of linear (scalar) equalities [i, j ] (i and j run from 1 to
the rank of K-module U ) for entries of δ (see the proof of the necessity of Theorem
2).
In the case a = b (respectively, a /= b), δ(14) = 0, δ(15) = 0, δ(16) = 0, δ(24) =
0, δ(25) = 0, δ(26) = 0, δ(12) = 0, δ(35) = 0 and δ(36) = 0 follows from [i, j ] for i, j =
1, 2, 3 (respectively, i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 4, 5, 6). Further, in both cases, δ(13) = 0
follows from [6,3]; δ(21) = 0 from [6,2] and δ(12) = 0; δ(23) = 0 from [5,3]; δ(45) = 0
from [4,2]; δ(46) = 0 from [4,1]; δ(11) = δ(22) from [6,1].
Thus, the matrix δ is scalar and the result follows.
To conclude the proof, we show that the pair (S, f ) is wild, even strictly wild, for
S = (A,∼) = (〈4〉,∼) with 1 ∼ 3, 2 ∼ 4, (1, 2) ∼ (3, 4), and a polynomial f (t) =
(t − a)(t − b).
Consider the following object (U, ϕ) of the category OPER(S, f ) forK = k〈x, y,




a 0 0 0
0 a 0 0
0 1 b 0
x y 0 b

 .
Prove that the objects (U, ϕ) are ideal (the outline of the proof is the same as
above): δ(12) = 0 follows from [3,1]; δ(14) = 0 from [1,1]; δ(24) = 0 from [2,1];
δ(13) = 0 from [1,2] and δ(14) = 0; δ(23) = 0 from [2,2] and δ(24) = 0. δ(22) = δ(11)
from [3,2] and δ(12) = 0; thus, the matrix δ is scalar, as claimed.
Theorem 5 is proved.
10. Dispersing representations of quivers
In the final section we introduce the notion of “dispersing representation of a
quiver (with relations)”; it extends the one of the usual representation of a quiver.
The sign
∐
will denote the direct sum of categories or functors.
Let  = (0,1) be a quiver with the set of vertices 0 and the set of arrows
1, and let k be a field. Fix a Krull–Schmidt category A (over k) and a collection
M = {Mi |i ∈ 0} of functors (right modules)Mi :A→ mod k. We callM-dispers-
ing (or simply dispersing) representation of  a pair U = (M(X), f ) formed by the
collection of vector spaces M(X) = {Mi(X)|i ∈ 0} for an object X ∈A and a col-
lection f = {fα|i α→ j run through 1} of linear maps fα : Mi(X)→ Mj(X) (so
the vector space Ui corresponding to a vertex i is not arbitrary: it is of the form Ui =
Mi(X)). A morphism from U = (M(X), f ) to U ′ = (M(X′), f ′) is determined by
a morphism ϕ : X → X′ such that fαMj (ϕ) = Mi(ϕ)f ′α for any arrow α : i → j .
The category of M-dispersing representations of  is denoted by repM.
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If we take A =∐i∈0 Ai with Ai = mod k for each i, and Mi =∐j∈0 Mij
with Mij = δij1Aj :Aj → mod k (δij being the Kroneker delta), then the case of
usual representations of  occurs.
Clearly, one can take (in the definition of dispersing representations) any ring
instead of the field k, or an arbitrary category instead of the category mod k, etc.
In terms of dispersing representations one can formulate many classification prob-
lems.
For example, if  is the quiver 1◦−→2◦, A a finite poset, A = B∐C with B =
mod k,C = ⊕Ck(A), andM1 = 1B∐ 0C,M2 = 0B∐N with the moduleN = PA0 :
C→ mod k (see Section 5.3), the identity one 1B : B→ mod k and the zero ones 0B :
B→ mod k, 0C : C→ mod k, then the category of {M1,M2}-dispersing representa-
tions of is in fact the category of representations of the posetA (see the definition of
the last category in [42]). One can also take modA k as C and the natural embedding
modA k → mod k as N (the remaining categories and modules are the same); in this
case, the {M1,M2}-dispersing representations of  correspond to the representations
of the poset A, defined in terms of A-graded vector space (see Section 4.2).
From the point of view of the author, the most interesting cases occur when (in
contrast to the previous case) a system M of modules is not “decomposable”. To
these problems belongs, in particular, the one on representations of a bundle S of
semichains A1, . . . , An, B1, . . . , Bn in the general situation (see Section 4.2), which,
in our new terms, can be formulated as follows. Denote by  = (n) the quiver with
the set of vertices 0 = {1−, . . . , n−, 1+, . . . , n+} and the arrows (j−, j+) : j− →
j+ for j = 1, . . . , n, and take A = mod(A∐B,∗) k and M = {Mi |i ∈ 0} with the
modules Mi :A→ mod k to be the composition of the natural embedding of A in
A0 = modA∐B k and the projection of A0 onto modAi k (respectively, modBi k)
for i = j− (respectively, i = j+). The category of M-dispersing representations of
(n) is isomorphic, as is easily seen, to the category of representations of the bundle
S. Note that the modules Mi can be easily defined in the “outer” way, analogously
to the module N = PA0 : C→ mod k in the previous example (for more details see
[45, Section 1.3]).
The notion of “dispersing representation” naturally generalizes to the case of
quivers with relations. Our problem on operators (in full generality) is formulated
in the new terms as the problem on dispersing representations of the quiver with one
vertex, one loop ϕ and one relation f (ϕ) = 0, where f = f (t) is a polynomial.
Note that in terms of dispersing representations one can formulate all the known
and new classification problems encountered in this paper. We have considered here
three and leave the others to the reader.
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